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 mixing router based topology

 5.1 surround sound plus 3 stereo masters

 COMPACT -32 faders - 53" wide/32"deep /9" high

 router basec source/destination selection

 paging channel strips - 64 channels on 32 faders

 scalable - up to 64 input faders

 routable mixes

 event storage and recall

 eight stereo subgroup mixes

 eight stereo sends

 eight mix -minus outputs (can be expanded)

 four DCM faders (digitally controlled groups)

 Bus -Minus (w/TB & solo) on every input (direct out)

 pan/bal, blend, mode, EQ/dynamics on every input

 delay inputs or outputs (frames or milliseconds)

tir

The D-12
Digital Audio

Control Surface

 fullscale digital peak and VU metering

 two studios, CR and H)PN/Studio 3 monitors

 talkback communication (programmable)

 mix follows talent / logic follows source

 12 user-programmablE switches (comm, salvos, triggers, etc.)

 automatic failsafe DSP card option

 automatic failsafe CPL card option

 redundant power supply option

 switched meters with system wide access (including all
console inputs and outputs)

 dedicated master, group and DCM faders (no fader sharing)

 motorized faders

 pageable fader option

 dedicated LCD display per function (EQ, Pan, Dynamics)

 multiple surfaces can share I/O

With thousands of digital consoles installed, trust Wheatstone for your next project!

1HE DIGITAL AUDIO LEADER Vi/h t_er t
Copyright 0 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation
Specs & features subject to change w/o notice tel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn /sales@wheatstone.com
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Connecting content to revenue.

Just what you'd expect from Harris.

At Harris, we're creating the blueprint for digital cor tent management and delivery. And ,Ne've given it a
name. We call it the H -Class Content Delivery Platform and applications suite. The H-Clas; Platform makes it

possible to easily repurpose, duplicate, convert, and multi -source content within oie flexible, shared services
platform. By integrating the content -aware H -Class Platform, you'll be empowered =o take full advantage of
the business models vital for today and into the future. As you add H -Class applica=ions to your operation, more
opportunities will emerge to connect content to revenue. Ask a Harris representative how you can connect your
content to revenue with the H -Class Platform and applications. Visit www.broadcast.harris.com/h-class

TirrRAISI' assuredcommunications-
Broadcast Microwave R F Comm Government Systems www.harris.com



10:06 a.m.
Legal department clears
content of interviews

1 0:06 a.m.
Assistant annotates on-carnera

interviews as they. are captured

Avid Interplay. On one level, it's a
But we didn't stop at one level.
Automatic encoding. Desktop logging. Revision control. Background transcoding.
Intelligent archiving. Avid® Interplay- takes real-time collaboration to new levels, so everyone

is on the same page, not just editors and producers. Designers, animators, writers, assistants,

administrators-even finance and legal departments-can all work simultaneously, with instant



revolutionary media management solution.

access to any type of file. That means more time to be creative. Less time spent on busywork.

And end -to -end productivity that lets you compete on a higher plane. Don't just manage your

media assets; liberate them with the world's first nonlinear workflow engine: Avid Interplay.

Learn more at: www.avid.com/interplay. Avid.
do more -

0 2006 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice. Avid, Intro play, anddo more are
either regiatered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries.
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THIS MONTH'S FREEZEFRAME QUESTION

1TB disk drive will provide approximately how much actual storage
capacity when installed into a computer? Disregard any difference
between raw and formatted capacity.

The question comes from Al Kovalick's new book, "Video Systems
in an IT Environment." Readers submitting winning entries will be
entered into a drawing for Broadcast Engineering T-shirts. Enter by
e-mail. Title your entry "Freezeframe-October" in the subject field,
and send it to: editor@prismb2b.com. Correct answers received by
Dec.1 are eligible to win.
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ON THE COVER:
The new multiv3nue set for "CBS
Evening News with Katie Couric" is de-
signed purely for HD. Photo courtesy
Broadcast Design International.



Amaziig color reproductio
Broadcast -quality gradati
spli---screen freeze-frame

scene comparison, color spa
conversion and different color

temperature settings are a few
of the ways Panasonic HD

mon tors let you achieve true
color matching.

The New BT-LF2600W- 26" LCD monitor
Our native HD 16:9 26" panel with one-
piece design offers 1366 x 768 resolution,
the industry's fastest response rate,
and HD-SDI/SDI with embedded audio
standard. Native resolution can be
displayed pixel for pixel for a 1366 x 768
section of a 1920 x 1080 signal.

when accuracy a"
flexibility count

An unmatched value, Panasonic's flat, one-piece, widescreen HD

production monitors offer the image accuracy and built-in features

you need to make critical production decisions. From auto

switching SDI/HD-SDI, to waveform monitoring in any corner

of the screen, to high-speed response with no motion blurring,

Panasonic professional LCD monitors are the reference tools

of choice. The perfect match for field production and edit suites.

Panasonic ideas for life
BT-LH1700W - 17" BT-LH900A - 8.4"

For more information visit www.panasonic.com/broadcast or call 1.800.528.8601 © 2006 Panasonic Broadcast
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MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE

POST PRODUCTION MEDIA
Developed with the most advanced tape and digital technologies,
Maxell Professional Media delivers unsurpassed quality, reliability, and durability.
This allows post -production professionals to function at the highest levels with complete confidence.
And because Maxell offers a comprehensive line of tape and disc formats, Maxell Professional Media
provides maximum performance for any and all applications: Broadcast and HD recordings; film -to -tape
transfers; EFP editing; duplication; and long-term archival storage.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.

 D-5 HDCAM
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DIGITAL BETA , DVD-R BQ 1110 LTO 3 , DVPRO HDV

maxell
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EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

Changing
labels

Iwas surfing around on cable television the other
night - just looking to see what was on, comparing
different channels. Then I began thinking about how
things have changed since early television.

My first TV set received only one station - channel 8, I
think - and was black and white. When my family moved
to another city, we could receive three channels - 3, 10
and 12. Three TV channels - wow! I thought television
couldn't get any better. We could view three TV stations,
each carrying a national network What more could a
viewer ever want?

Fast forward to today. I have more than 300 cable chan-
nels. All of them are color, and 20 are HD. And if all this

linear delivery isn't enough, there is pay -per -view, video -
on -demand, and premium sports and movie channels.
I can spend a half hour just flipping through channels,
looking for something to watch. Talk about interactive
television.

In addition to the quality and quantity of broadcast
television, something else has changed. OTA broadcast-
ers are no longer "channels?' Today's broadcasters must
support both analog and digital transmitters, each operat-
ing on a different RF channel. Should a station call itself
"Channel 4" because it transmits analog on RF channel 4,
or should it be "Channel 12" because it broadcasts digital
on RF channel 12?

In addition, though many broadcasters might not
want to think about it, perhaps 85 percent of their audi-
ence doesn't get their programming from those expensive
transmitters anyway, but instead from cable. For them, the

TV station's "channel number" means even less. Cable and
satellite viewers may flip to 12 to watch OTA channel 4. If
most of your viewers see you on cable channel 213, why
would you promote yourself as "News 4"?

Let's rethink how stations should brand themselves.
Station WCBS-TV, channel 2, in New York might become
WCBS, or just CBS. Who cares what RF channel a station
uses any more?

Plus, viewers increasingly expect to consume their TV
programs on multiple platforms, including the Web, por-
table viewers like iPods or Zunes, and perhaps even cell
phones. None of these devices recognize OTA channel
numbering. These factors combine to make a station's
OTA channel number almost meaningless for branding

Some of you may remember when phone numbers be-
gan with a two -syllable name preface. Examples include
Murray, abbreviated MU; Whitehall, WH; and Stetson,
SS. A five -digit number followed these letters. The abbre-
viation stood for numbers on the telephone dial. Murray's
MU was for 6 and 8. Whitehall's WH was for 9 and 4.
That's why telephones dials were marked with numbers
and the alphabet in the first place, as surprising as that
may be to the text -messaging generation.

In the late '60s, alpha prefixes were dropped and re-
placed with the matching numbers. Whitehall 3-7446 be-
came 943-7446. The phone number didn't change - only
what we called it. It'll be the same for broadcasters.

A reader once signed his letter to me with something
like, "WZYZ-TV, CBS News Center 4, Springfield?' The
station was clearly trying to identify itself in as many ways
as possible - possibly too many. Soon, branding will need
to market to the core image of a station, not just the sta-
tion's OTA channel number.

So, next time the ENG trucks need painting, think
about using cheap paint. You may have to change that sta-
tion logo sooner than you think.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Send comments to: editor@prismb2b.com
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HD + SD simulcasting grap
Vertigo XG represents the ultimate channel
branding and production graphics processor for
HD/SD simulcasting. With integral up/down/cross
conversion plus dual outputs for HD and SD,
your programming can be converted and then
independently branded in HD and SD, without

hits from one box
aspect ratio compromises. A single playlist drives
HD and SD outputs, streamlining operations and
reducing costs. Additionally, the Xmedia Suite
workflow tools make it easy to create, manage and
playout dual resolution, template -based graphics.
So for a simpler simulcasting solution, call Miranda.

Tel.: 514.333.1772 I ussales@miranda.com

www. nn i ra n d a .co m

FOR THE CHANGING FACE OF TELEVISION
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Monitor walls
Dear John Luff

I need to install a monitor wall.
Can you send me a list of monitor
wall manufacturers? Also, do these
processors combine both video and
VGA signals? Do the processors pro-
vide multiple outputs that can be
configured independently? What is
the maximum resolution available?

Ravi Saksena

John Luff responds:
I hope my June 2006 Broadcast

Engineering article on monitor
walls was informative. As a matter
of policy, my articles contain few,
if any, specific references to manu-
facturers or products. Naming any
individual company without in-
cluding all companies would create
a problem that I am sure you can
understand.

However, the Broadcast Engineer-
ing Web site has a Digital Reference
Guide that will allow you to iden-
tify key manufacturers. The Guide
is organized by equipment catego-
ries and is available online at www.
bedigitalreference. com.

This link will take you directly
to the video monitor wall category:
www. b e digitalreference. co m /Video
walls_a459dd6c/page_2.html.

Make sure to read the December
2006 issue of Broadcast Engineering,
which will include an updated Digi-
tal Reference Guide.

IT training for
engineers
Dear Brad Gilmer:

As an avid Broadcast Engineering
reader and vice president of technol-
ogy at my company, I always read your
articles about IT and network tech-
nology with interest. With the rising
tide of IT -based technology in our in-
dustry and the need for engineers and
techs to handle and even embrace it,
some retraining seems necessary.

I know there are schools in most
cities, mine included, that offer cer-
tification programs and a variety of
classes, some even online. But it's hard
to know how these classes might be
useful in our field. What formal train-
ing would you recommend for televi-
sion engineers who want to establish
a good, firm footing in the world of
IT and network administration?

Ed Fraticelli
PMI

Brad Gilmer responds:
A great starting point is Al

Kovalick's new book, "Video Systems
in an IT Environment," published
by Focal Press. (For more informa-
tion about the book, visit www. theav
itbook. co m .) This is the first book I
have seen that specifically covers IT
for broadcast video professionals. It is
an excellent read.

Books are a great way to learn. Pick
a task that you need to perform, such
as configuring a server so that you can
use FTP. Go to the bookstore, and be
prepared to spend some time looking
through books until you find one that
has a writing style easy to compre-
hend and that thoroughly covers the
task at hand. Buy the book, and use it
to solve your specific problem.

I must have 30 computer books on
my shelves, and each was purchased
to help me solve a particular problem.
Soon you will have a library that is
capable of providing the answers to
most of your questions. Not only that,
but you will find that the information
you read will stick with you. I do not
recommend buying a general book on
computer networking and reading it

from cover to cover. That information
never seems to stick with me, with the
exception of Al's book, of course.

If you are looking for basic infor-
mation on networking, introduc-
tory classes at community colleges,
universities and technical/vocational
schools are available. Right now, the
dominant technologies are Ethernet
and TCP/IP, so classes related to these
would be most useful.

I also suggest that an engineer
become a system administrator for
any type of UNIX system, including
Linux and FreeBSD. Many graphics
and post systems are UNIX -based, so
working with these systems is a good
way to get direct experience with
hands-on networking. UNIX systems
are a little more work to set up, and
may require a little digging to get all
the information needed to configure
networking properly. However, when
compared to a Windows box, this can
be a perfect way to pick up the net-
working knowledge you need.

Both Microsoft and Cisco offer
extensive classes and certification. At
the risk of getting myself in a little hot
water, I have to say I do not know if
the average broadcast engineer really
needs to go through all of this, un-
less you plan to administer several
complex Windows servers or design
a corporate network. Certainly these
classes are a way to deepen your
knowledge of the subject, but this ap-
proach will not provide you with the
broadcast -specific training you might
desire.

Editor's Note: Are you looking for
high -quality broadcast, IT or opera-
tions training? Broadcast Engineering
will begin offering online training soon.
Look in the November issue for more
information. BE

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 6 and enter to win a

Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to editor@prismh2b.com

12 broadcastengineering.com I October 2006



A growing family of SD
and HD models

With 14 models spanning 1 M/E to 3 M/E

in 1/2 M/E increments, there's a Grass Valley'"

Kayak- switcher that's perfect for your

production budget.

Our new HD -ready Kayak SD line and our expanded Kayak HD'"

line come in two frame sizes and let you add M/Es as your needs change.

And it takes only a software upgrade to move from SD -only to multi -format HD switching,

protecting your investment.

The new switchers also support our revolutionary MatchDef- scalars, an option that

lets you match SD sources into an HD production, HD sources into an SD production,

and cross -match HD formats-without sacrificing critical elements such as keyers.

The Kayak HD and Kayak SD lines also support complete machine control, powerful

internal effects and animation capabilities, and an intuitive user interface with an

integrated touch -screen display.

Making them the most powerful systems in their class.

To learn more please visit www.thomsongrassvalley.com/KayakHD or contact your

Grass Valley representative today.

G/rass val ley THOMSON
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Beyond MPEG-2
No one said transitioning to H.264 would be simple.

For the past few years, ana-
lysts who watch the rapidly
expanding universe of video
distribution options have

been waiting for Apple CEO Steve
Jobs to take the next big step - to
bring about the long anticipated con-
vergence of video and computing.
Last year, they were tantalized when
Jobs announced the video iPod and
the availability of several hit ABC
television shows through the iTunes
Store. When Jobs successfully negoti-
ated the merger of Disney and Pixar,
taking a seat on Disney's board of di-
rectors, some analysts expected that
he would soon announce a movie
download service and a consumer -
electronics -oriented product for the
big -screen TV in the family room.

Will the quality of
the content stand
up to the demands

of big -screen TV,
which is filled with

HD imagery?

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

Hans Hoffman, EBU and past SMPTE engineering director for television, points
to the picture -quality differences when over -sampled HDTV source is encoded as
720p/50, 1080i/50 and 1080p/50 for emission using H.264 compression, during an
EBU format demo at IBC.

The wait is almost over. In Sep-
tember, Apple announced a movie
download service, bringing tides
from Disney movie studios to the PC
and the small screen of a video iPod.
During the announcement, Jobs not-
ed that in less than a year, offerings
grew from five shows to 220 shows,

FRAME GRAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

Podcast consumer demographics
Twenty-two percent of podcast listeners are between ages 35 to 44.

45 to 54
17%

55+
8%

12to 17
21%

Source: Arbitron/Edison Media Research

35 to 44
22%

18 to 24
12%

25 to 34
20%

www.arbitron.com/www.edisonresearch.corn

drawing from more than 40 net-
works. Customers have downloaded
more than 45 million TV shows.

Then in an uncharacteristic move,
Apple's CEO pre -announced a new
product that will be introduced early
next year. Code named iTV, this di-
minutive box will bring TV shows,
movies, podcasts, and the music and
digital photo collections to a user's
big -screen TV via analog component
or HDMI connections. iTV will use
WiFi wireless or a wired Ethernet
connection to link to the Mac or PC.

All of this raises an important
question: Will the quality of the con-
tent stand up to the demands of a
big -screen TV, which is increasingly
being filled with HD imagery? Apple
claimed to be increasing the encod-
ing parameters for all of the video
that will be downloaded from the
iTunes Store from 320 x 240 to 640
x 480, calling it "near DVD quality."
But even at this resolution, it will
take 30 minutes to download a movie
via a 3Mb/s broadband connection.

14 broadcastengineering.com October 2006



From the umpire's call to the roar of the crowd,
nothing delivers surround sound like Dolby°E.

Today's HDTV viewers expect surround scund with

their programming, and Dolby® E makes t happen.

With Dolby E you can easily deliver surround souid from

the remote truck to the network, from the network to the

local station, and within cable and satellite operations.

Dolby E converts your two -channel broadcast plant to a

multichannel audio facility.

Dolby E carries audio metadata to ensure the integrity of

your program's original sound. It automatically controls
the complete audio delivery path-from production to the
viewer's home. And with all the other broadcast products

now inccrporating Dolby E, you can deliver surround sound

more easily than ever. Join the hundreds of broadcast and

postprocuction facilities that already know how vell Dolby E

delivers. It's the right call to make.
www.dolby.com/tvaudio

Dolby and the couble.D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboiatories.
© 2005 Dolby Laboratories. Inc. All rights reserved. 505/16322 00 DOLBY
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In a rare pre -announcement of a product, Apple CEO Steve Jobs shows an iTV
prototype, which will bring digital media content from a Mac or PC to the big -
screen TV in the family room.

Users may need to wait for even fast-
er broadband connections to down-
load 720p HDTV.

The H.264 (MPEG-4 AVC) en-
coding technology being used by
Apple is proving that it is up to the
task over a wide range of resolutions
for mobile video, SD and HD tele-
vision, and digital cinema applica-
tions. H.264 is one of three approved

encoding technologies for the next
generation of high -definition DVD
formats - HD-DVD and Blu-ray.
These new DVD formats will also
support MPEG-2 and the Windows
Media codec developed by Microsoft
(recently standardized as SMPTE
VC -1).

Not to be outdone, Microsoft has
announced Zune, an iPod/iTunes

H.264 is
one of three

approved
encoding

technologies
for the next

generation of
high -definition
DVD formats
- HD-DVD

and Blu-ray.

NEXT GENERATION
INTERCOM
Curious how your studio, mobile
or event installation can profit
from our ARTIST Advanced Digital
Intercom Matrix or our PERFORMER
Digital Party -Line System?

Please visit our website
www.riedel.net

Riedel Communications Inc.  2521 North Ontario Street  Burbank, CA 91504  USA Phc ne +1 818 563 4100  Fax +1 818 563 4345
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Blackmagicdesign

Only DeckLink HD Extreme has SDI and analog
connections in HD and SD for only $995!

(ti

The new DeckLink HD Extreme features both

SDI and analog I/O connections that instantly
switch between HD and SD. Use with the latest

PCI Express Mac and Windows computers for

the world's highest quality editing, effects and
broadcast paint solution.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

DeckLink HD Extreme supports standard and high definition SDI
4:2:2 and analog YUV, as well as NTSC/PAL and S -Video in and out.

DeckLink HD Extreme also features 2 channel AES audio and
professional analog stereo XLR audio in and out. An RS -422 port
is included for controlling broadcast decks and a genlock/HD
tri-sync input for connecting to large broadcast systems.

High Definition and Standard Definition

If you're moving between SD and HD,
DeckLink HD Extreme's SDI and analog
component YUV connections will switch

standards instantly. Work with the widest range of equipment,
such as Betacam SP, HD set top boxes, HDV cameras, Digital
Betacam, HDCAM, D5, HDCAM SR 4:2:2 and more.

14bit
Digital to Analbg

World's Highest Quality

DeckLink HD Extreme works natively in 10 bit
4:2:2 and features the industry's only true 14 bit
analog conversion with uncompressed video

capture/playback. With uncompressed 10 bit capture and playback,
you'll always retain that pristine film look.

Compatible with Popular Video Software

DeckLink HD Extreme gives you the freedom to move between
platforms with drivers for PCI Express Apple Mac OS X" and
Microsoft Windows" systems. Use your favorite video software
such as Final Cut Pro", Premiere Pro", After Effects", Photoshop",
Shake", Combustion" and many more.

DeckLink HD Extreme

US$995

Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com
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competitor, which will also handle
video and will likely use the Win-
dows Media audio and video co-
decs. Meanwhile, U.S. television
broadcasters sit on the sidelines, try-
ing to figure out how they can put
these next -generation video encod-
ing technologies to work in a digi-
tal broadcast world still locked into
legacy MPEG-2 video compression
technology. For now, the hotbed of
activity for H.264 and VC -1 is the In-
ternet and mobile video.

The legacy problem
All digital video encoders use

software algorithms. These algo-
rithms can be run on virtually any
PC platform and can be accelerated
using several PCs in parallel. When
the application requires that content
be delivered in real time, a dedicated

Web links
"A lasting compression

standard?" Download, Broadcast
Engineering, March 2006
http://broadcastengineering.
com/mag/broadcasting_lasting_
compression_standard/index.html

"It's only software,"
Download, Broadcast Engineering,
November 2005
http://broadcastengineering.
com/newsrooms/broadcasting_
software/index.html

EBU HDTV demonstration at IBC
www.ibc.org/cgi-bin/
ibc_dailynews_cms.cgi?db_
id=23146&issue=2

Information about the
test sequences for the IBC
demonstration
www.ebu.ch/en/technical/hdty/
test sequences.php

MPEG-4 Products and Services,
MPEG Industry Forum
www.mpegiforg/products/
mpeg-4.php

hardware encoder may prove a better
option than a software encoder.

Software encoders can produce
higher quality results than real-time
hardware encoders, as they can run
the algorithmic routines to comple-
tion. The drawback of hardware
encoders is that they only have one
frame period in which to run these
routines. This may affect the quality
of interframe predictions, resulting
in lower compression efficiency.

This issue is amplified by the
newer algorithms, which are signifi-
cantly more complex than MPEG-2,

benefit from that decision with the
opportunity to employ next -genera-
tion codecs for HDTV.

The European Broadcast Union
provided an informative technol-
ogy demonstration at IBC, examining
the quality of the delivered HD im-
ages using H.264 encoding technol-
ogy. The demonstration included an-
other "next -generation" technology,
which is now generically being called
1080p/50 or 1080p/60. The source
material for the demonstration was
shot on 65mm film at 50fps, digitized
at 2160p/50, and then downconverted

European broadcasters waited to adopt
HDTV. They now benefit from that

decision with the opportunity to employ
next -generation codecs for HDTV

requiring about four times the com-
putational power of MPEG-2. For-
tunately, this level of power is now
available, and encoder manufactur-
ers have learned the benefits of de-
veloping real-time products atop
programmable computing hard-
ware, which can be upgraded as their
implementations evolve.

As the opportunities for new chan-
nels of video distribution proliferate,
the demands on video encoders will
increase as well. It may be neces-
sary to produce multiple versions
of your video content for different
distribution networks: low resolu-
tion/bit rate for mobile applications;
somewhat higher quality (approach-
ing SD/DVD quality) for Internet
downloads; and SD and HD versions
for broadcast, cable, DBS and IPTV.
Manufacturers are responding with
platforms that can ingest content at
the highest quality level and produce
multiple versions for distribution,
often in real time.

A crowded field
As a final note, these new encod-

ing technologies took center stage
at IBC2006. European broadcasters
waited to adopt HDTV. They now

to 1080p/50, 720p/50 and 1080i/25.
Other material was shot in native
1920 x 1080p/50 with a HDC1500
CCD camera and also converted to
1080i/25 and 720p/50. All material
was encoded using H.264.

According to David Wood, head
of new media in the EBU's technical
department, "The initial results sug-
gest that even with next -generation
displays (full HD 1920 x 1080 pixel
resolution), 720p delivery will give
better moving picture quality than
1080i/25," he said. "We know that
1080p/50 is virtually as efficient a
broadcast format as 1080i/25. Using
content adaptive compression such
as MPEG-4 AVC progressive is as ef-
ficient as interlacing or more so." BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology
consultant at Pcube Labs, and he hosts
and moderates the OpenDTV forum.
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"Sony was the only supplier to step up to the plate."
- Jason Taubman and Paul Bonar, Game Creek Video

HDemanding
Jason Taubman, VP of design for mobile production company Game Creek
Video, faced contradictory demands. He tells us, "Some clients required
the highest quality in io8oi and others demanded the same in 72op Some
venues only had f ber and some strictly triax. Sony was the only supplier
to meet all these requirements in a single camera."

"We committed to the HDC-asoo, Sony's i.o8o/6op camera before it was
even a model number," says Paul Bonar, VP of engineering. "And Sony
committed to us. Their engineers heard our input on the large lens 'sled,'
which works like a charm. We gave them distressed cable to help design
the triax adaptor, which is brilliant. And in service and support, Sony has
risen to every challenge and met every need. We're now on our fifth
consecutive truck with the HDC-isoo, the best HD camera we've ever seen"

Fiber, triax, io8oi and 72op multi -format support that's the new way in HD

www.sony.com/HDSelecti

THE NEW WAY OF BUSINESS'"
Tron6 Sony Electronics Inc.All rights reserved Features and specifications are subject to change without notice. Reproduction in whole or in

part without written permission ,s prohibited Sony and HDCANI are trademarks of Sony The New Way of Business is a service mark of Sony



FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

Broadcast ownership
The FCC seeks comment on multiple ownership rules.

In late July, the FCC released
a Further Notice of Proposed
Rule Making about the fate of
the 2003 broadcast ownership

rules. The rule making largely recites
the history of the previous multiple
ownership rule makings and asks for
public comment on the issues raised
by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals
when it remanded the rules in 2003.

MMTC proposals
The notice begins with proposals

by the Minority Media and Telecom -

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the filing deadline

for renewal applications and EEO
program reports for TV stations
in Connecticut, Maine, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Vermont. This deadline
also applies to TV translators,
LPTV and Class A stations in those
states, except for translators and
LPTV stations that do not originate
programming. These stations do
not have to file EEO reports.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for TV sta-
tions in the following states to file
their biennial ownership reports:
Alabama, Connecticut and Georgia.

Dec. 1 is the deadline for TV
and Class A stations in the follow-

ing states to place their 2006 EEO

public file reports in their public files
and post them on their Web sites:
Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hamp-
shire, North Dakota, Rhode Island,
South Dakota and Vermont. LPTV

stations originating programming in
these locations, which are not re-
quired to have public files, must post
these reports on their Web sites and
keep them in their station records.

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

munications Counsel (MMTC) for
advancing media ownership by mi-
norities. These proposals include:

a new tax certificate program;
sales of stations to minorities when

divestitures are required;
requiring station sellers to give early

notice to minority groups; and
requiring nondiscrimination provi-

sions in advertising sales contracts.
The commission asked whether

these and other MMTC proposals
would be effective and practical ways
of advancing minority ownership, as
well as whether the commission has
the statutory or constitutional au-
thority to adopt such proposals.

Localism
The notice treats localism as a fo-

cal point of the FCC's consideration.
There is a substantial record on this
topic, compiled from testimony at
the various public hearings and other
presentations held around the coun-
try. The Media Bureau is compiling a
summary of all of the comments to
be submitted in the new ownership
proceeding.

The comments on localism will
come into play in the re-examina-
tion of the limits imposed by the local
television ownership rule. The com-
mission asked both for additional
evidence to support the more relaxed
rules it previously adopted and for
comments as to whether those lim-
its should be revised. It also seeks
evidence to support fluidity of tele-
vision market shares and requests
comment on whether the ownership
limits should vary with the size of the
market.

In situations where a waiver is re-
quested because a station is in dis-
tress, the commission asked whether
it should reinstate the requirement
that the applicants demonstrate there
is no out -of -market buyer.

Cross -ownership
The FCC seeks comment as to

whether the current numerical limits
on local radio ownership should be
changed, either by adding more own-
ership tiers or otherwise. It also asked
whether it should retain the "sub -
caps," which limit the number of sta-
tions that may be owned in a particu-
lar service (AM or FM). The notice
also asks whether the current rule is
even necessary to serve the public in-
terest in light of existing competition
in the radio marketplace.

The commission found that the
"Diversity Index," which it had pre-
viously adopted to evaluate the like-
ly impact of broadcast/newspaper
cross -ownership, was an inaccurate
tool for measuring diversity. Accord-
ingly, the FCC seeks suggestions for
new methods to determine whether
a broadcast/newspaper combination
would serve the public interest.

In particular, the commission asked
whether limits should vary depend-
ing on the characteristics of markets.
It also asked whether there should
be different limits for newspaper/
television combinations as opposed
to newspaper/radio combinations.

Finally, the commission seeks com-
ments on whether it should retain
the dual network rule (which pro-
hibits mergers among any of the top
four networks) or the UHF discount
(which reduces the number used in
calculating a UHF station's audience
reach under the national TV cap).

Initial comments are due Oct. 23.
Reply comments are due Dec 21. BE

Harry C. Martin is the past president
of the Federal Communications Bar
Association and a member of Fletcher,
Heald and Hildreth PLC.

IISend questions and comments to:
harry_martin@prismb2b.com
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TRANSITION TO DIGITAL
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Sound connections
Get the maximum performance and quality

from your digital audio interfaces.
BY ALDO CUGNINI

When Sony and Philips
introduced the com-
pact disc digital audio
medium in the early

'80s, it was a significant successor to
the vinyl record and Philips compact
cassette. However, industry players
were in no hurry to provide a digi-
tal interface for the medium, as that
would have enabled direct access to the
digital data and would have too easily
allowed illegal copying and pirating.

Nonetheless, once digital storage
of audio became feasible, an efficient
means was needed to convey the signal
between devices. Sony devel-
oped SDIF-2 (Sony digital
interface), which used three
coaxial cables carrying the
left and right channels and a
Word Clock. However, SDIF-
2 was cumbersome and lim-
ited in cable length and data speed.

The AES formed a working group
to design a better interface. This group
created the first professional digital au-
dio interface standard, AES3, later des-
ignated AES3-1985, and subsequently
updated. The standard was also rati-

fied by ANSI, EBU and EIA-J, with one
result being that the interface is some-
times referred to as AES/EBU.

Channel subframe
breakdown

AES3 uses either 20- or 24 -bit sam-
ple words, allowing for the quantiza-
tion of between 16- and 24 -bit sam-
ples. While various sampling frequen-
cies of between 22.05kHz and 192kHz
can be specified, the most frequently
used rates are 44.1kHz for CD audio
and 48kHz for professional audio. An
alignment level can also be specified.

pair forming a frame. And 192 such
frames compose a block. A 32 -bit sub -
frame with its various components
and bit positions is shown in Figure 1.

The preamble is used to identify the
start of a block, the start of the left -
channel subframe or the start of the
right -channel subframe. The audio
sample word is carried next, followed
by four data bits. When less than 21 -
bit audio is used, the auxiliary sample
bits can be used for other applica-
tions, such as carrying talkback or
cueing audio. The other parts of the
subframe include the:

Preamble IMO P

0 3 4 7 8 27 28 29 30 31

Figure 1.The organization of the AES3 channel subframe, where aux is auxiliary sample bits,V
is the validity bit, U is the user data bit, C is the channel status bit, and P is the parity bit.

While one or two channels can be
carried in the interface, up to 16 chan-
nel numbers can be defined, aiding
in the identification of multichannel
bundles of signals. The samples are
organized into alternating left- and
right -channel subframes, with each

FRAME GRAB A look at tomorrow's technology

Display technologies revenue expected to grow
In 2006, display technologies revenue is estimated to be $22 billion.

C.4

CID

Source: CEA

IIMIMPMo
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Display technologies revenue (billions)

www.ce.org

validity bit - essentially defines the
payload as audio;

user data bit - any private data;
channel status bit - used to convey

channel status information (meta -
data); and

parity bit - used for error checking.
The channel status information is

carried as a serial string of channel
status bits from each subframe. With
192 pairs of subframes per block, the
channel status information is orga-
nized as pairs of 192 -bit blocks, subdi-
vided into 24 bytes. Information that
can be conveyed uniquely for each
channel includes sampling frequency,
channel numbers, reference signals,
pre -emphasis and options such as the
use of nonlinear pulse code modula-
tion (PCM). SMPTE 340M, for in-
stance, specifies a method for trans-
mitting AC -3 compressed audio over
the interface. A cyclic redundancy
check character (CRCC) can also be
transmitted to test valid reception of
the entire channel status data block.
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Audio's video issues
There can be advantages to locking

the audio and video clocks, such as for
editing, especially when the audio and
video programs are related. Although
digital audio equipment may provide
an analog video input, it is usually bet-
ter to synchronize both the audio and
the video to a single higher -frequency
source, such as a 10MHz master refer-
ence. This is because the former solu-
tion requires a synchronization circuit
that will introduce some jitter into the
signal, especially because the video it-
self may already have some jitter. To ac-

tion within one audio sample, the
preambles present a unique sequence
(which violate the Biphase Mark
Code) but nonetheless are DC -free
and provide clock recovery.

Like AES3, but not
A consumer version of AES3 -

called S/PDIF, for Sony/Philips Digi-
tal Interface Format (more formally
known as IEC 958 type II, part of IEC-
60958) - is also widely used. Essen-
tially identical to AES3 at the protocol
level, the interface uses consumer -
friendly RCA jacks and coaxial cable.

An early attempt at digital rights management,
it is not clear that all sources

correctly set the flag.

commodate possible clock differences
between 59.94Hz and 60Hz video pro-
cessing, AES3 also provides a flag to in-
dicate whether the audio sample rate
indicated in the channel status should
be multiplied by 1000/1001.

Because the AES3 signal has a band-
width of several megahertz, some us-
ers may be tempted to use video dis-
tribution amplifiers to fan out a signal.
While this may work in some applica-
tions, a large proportion of video sig-
nal processing equipment uses clamp-
ing or synchronization circuits that
rely on the black level, sync and other
components within video for routine
operation. So, user beware!

From a physical standpoint, AES3
uses balanced 1100 lines and XLR
connectors, with a nominal signal
voltage between 2V and 7V peak-

to -peak. Coaxial 7511 lines are also
sometimes used, as well as cable bun-
dles (or ribbons) carrying up to 16
lines, terminating in 50 -pin submin-
iature -D connectors. The modulation
used is Biphase Mark Code, which
provides various features, including:

Clock recovery is achieved easily.
The DC component (and hence the

power transmitted) is minimized.
The interface is insensitive to polar-

ity reversals.
In order to provide synchroniza-

Despite the primary intent of con-
sumer use, the interface also appears
on some professional equipment.

Although specified for use with 7512
cables, many consumers use "plain
vanilla" audio cables for this purpose,
which, over short distances, generally
work fine. Optical TOSLINK connec-
tors are also sometimes used.

One key difference between the
AES3 and S/PDIF protocols is the
channel status information. The for-
mat (location) of some information
is different, and AES3 carries much
more information. Thus, an intercon-
nection between the two different in-
terfaces could cause problems, if cer-
tain equipment needs specific status
information to function properly.

One flag that is carried within
S/PDIF but not AES3 is the Serial
Copy Management System (SCMS)
copy protection info. An early attempt
at digital rights management, it is not
clear that all sources correctly set the
flag. Worse still, the system could be
defeated by surreptitiously recoding
the bit stream information.

When the availability of multi-
channel digital audio recorders made
multiple circuit cables impractical, the
proprietary Alesis Digital Audio Tape
(ADAT) format was introduced in
1991 to allow the transfer of up to eight

channels of audio over a fiber-optic in-
terface. This has since been superseded
by AES 10 (or MADI, Multichannel
Audio Digital Interface), which sup-
ports serial digital transmission of 28,
56, or 64 channels over coaxial cable or
fiber-optic lines, with sampling rates
of up to 96kHz and resolution of up to
24 bits per channel. The link to the IT
world has also been established with
AES47, which specifies a method for
packing AES3 streams over Asynchro-
nous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks.

It's also worth mentioning Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)
for broadcast operations. MIDI is es-
sentially a protocol that allows elec-
tronic musical instruments to ex-
change performance information. (For
example, an MIDI command could
be "Start_Playing Clarinet_Sound,
B-flat_above_Middle_C, 50%_Vol-
ume.") Thus, MIDI is described more
appropriately as a control interface,
rather than an audio interface.

However, two subsets of MIDI are
useful to know about. One is MIDI
Machine Control, which provides
transport commands for controlling
recording devices such as multitrack
tape recorders. The other is MIDI
Time Code, which embeds SMPTE
time code information in a MIDI
stream. While the MIDI specification
calls for the use of 5 -pin DIN connec-
tors, nonstandard connectors are oc-
casionally used on equipment.

Optimum performance
The idiosyncrasies of audio in-

terfaces, while somewhat more con-
strained than that of video, still merit
attention to maintain the highest
quality plant. Knowing the way these
interfaces work can help ensure a
trouble -free installation, as well as
provide ideas for tracking down an
audio problem - and perhaps, one
might even implement some useful
novel features. BE

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.
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Wireless Innovations.
Sony has a history of breakthroughs in wireless microphones, including the origination of synthesized UHF technology.
Our newest models continue to lead the way. The WRR-862B camcorder -mounted receiver simplifies field production with
two channels of reception. The MB -X6 tuner rack streamlines multi -channel sound with six channels in a single rack unit.
The sleek WRT-8B body pack lets you choose high power for maximum distance or low power for maximum battery life.
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navigate an increasingly crowded broadcast band. Outstanding simplicity and agility... that's wireless innovation.

Discover wireless innovation at www.sony.com/proaudio.
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Netcasting's catch
TV over IP is not broadcasting ... yet.

BY BRAD GILMFR

Internet-based efforts such as

YouTube and Google Video are
increasing the demand for video
to the desktop. Newscasts with

video have been available for some
time, and many of you have attended
webinars that included video.

Many forward -thinking broadcast-
ers and content creators see the In-
ternet as another outlet for their pro-
gramming. Companies such as CNN
have been repackaging their Internet
content for more than 10 years. But
is the Internet just another antenna
for broadcasters? Is it just another
way to distribute our content, or are
there challenges and issues that make
the Internet fundamentally different
from broadcasting?

There is no doubt that many com-
panies would like to send the same
content to many hundreds, if not
thousands, of people over the Internet
at the same time. Aside from broad-
casters, educators and even the govern-
ment are interested in this technology
However, those interested in using the
Internet for broadcasting should know
that distributing Internet content is
fundamentally different from tradi-
tional linear broadcasting in terms of
bandwidth, cost and equipment load.

Bandwidth
Broadcasting takes up the same

amount of bandwidth no matter how
many televisions are tuned in. The
transmitter puts out a 6MHz-wide
signal one time, and everyone in the
viewing area can watch it. The load
placed on the transmitter is exactly
the same at 3 a.m., when two people
are watching as it is during a popular
event such as the Super Bowl, when
hundreds of thousands of people are
watching. (See Figure 1.)

Compare this with an Internet vid-
eo feed. Because traditional Internet
data protocols are connection -based,

Broadcast
television

Receiver

16:9

Receiver

4:3

Receiver \ / Receiver

----
Transinitter

, ,

4:3

116.9 I

Receiver Receiver

Netcasting

Media
server

r-7
Receivers]

16:9

4:3

16:9

Receivers

4:3

16:9

4:3

Figure 1. In broadcasting, the transmitter is completely unaffected by the number
of receivers. In netcasting, the media server must establish a 1:1 connection with
each receiver.

an Internet transmitter (typically a
media server) will need to establish a
connection with each device receiv-
ing the stream. Then the media server
will need to originate a stream to feed

watch whatever is distributed. (This
rather simple model has been chang-
ing over the years with cable, satellite,
pay -per -view and video -on -demand.)
Because the number of people watch -

The load placed on the transmitter is exactly
the same at 3 a.m., when two people are
watching as it is during a popular event
such as the Super Bowl, when hundreds

of thousands of people are watching.

that device. If two people are watch-
ing the stream, the server will need
to generate two streams. If 100,000
people are watching the stream, the
server will need to generate 100,000
streams. Ouch!

Cost
The cost structure of broadcast-

ing is significantly different from
the Internet. In the linear broadcast-
ing model, the broadcaster pays the
power bill. The consumers buy televi-
sion sets, plug them in and are free to

ing does not affect the load on the
transmitter, the broadcaster's power
bill remains steady.

The Internet broadcasting model is
quite different. Because the demand
on the source of the stream is di-
rectly related to the number of people
watching, the more people watching
the stream, the more bandwidth the
combined streams consume. And be-
cause bandwidth cost is a function of
bandwidth consumed, the more suc-
cessful an Internet broadcast is, the
more it costs to distribute it.
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 Durable welded -steel frames prevent
bent, cracked and broken ears
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 Durable molded ABS inserts prevent
stripped screws and cracked inserts
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to provide unmatched performance and
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best warranty

Contact us today and find out why ADC
means "performance by design."J!
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Call today for fast delivery!
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Typically, network bandwidth is
sold based on 95 percent of peak de-
mand. Usage is metered, and the top
5 percent of peaks are thrown out.
The user is then billed for the month
at 95 percent of peak. This means
that when a popular event is shown,
the bandwidth consumed will go way
up. If the event lasts several days, or
interest remains high for several days,
then the cost of the bandwidth for the
broadcast will be high for the entire
month. (Note: There are
other billing options avail-
able, especially to custom-
ers who consume large
amounts of bandwidth.)

There is also a cost to
the consumer for watching
more Internet content; the
user has to pay for more
bandwidth. Anyone who
has a simultaneous com-
puter user in the house (a
teenager perhaps?) knows
the benefit of opting to pay
for higher -bandwidth ser-
vice. This is fundamentally
different from the linear
broadcast model, where the
number of TVs in a house does not af-
fect the consumer's experience. (Cable
and dish distribution have modified
this cost structure somewhat.)

Equipment load
There is also the issue of equip-

ment load. A broadcaster can use the
same physical plant regardless of how
many people are watching. Internet
broadcasting requires the originator
to increase its physical plant as the
number of clients increases.

The costs are not linear, but are
step -wise. For example, if you pur-
chase a media server, it is capable of
delivering up to 100 streams. After
that, you will need to add another
server. At some point, you will want
to add fault tolerance and probably
use shared storage. Of course, as your
computer facility becomes more com-
plex, you can gain economies of scale
by making smart decisions about
equipment configurations.

The solution
It seems obvious that the solution

for IP networks is to create a network
that behaves more like traditional lin-
ear broadcasting. A single computer
would send out packets to the net-
work, and the computers that want to
receive the broadcast would listen to
that stream.

This capability exists in Ethernet
networks. You probably have heard
of a network broadcast address. The

out of bandwidth if every message
from every computer was presented
to every other computer in the com-
pany, or on the Internet. To accom-
plish this segmentation, Ethernet
routers check the source and destina-
tion of each packet. They either keep
the packet local or pass it on to other
networks, depending on the source,
destination and routing table.

By definition, broadcast mes-
sages are not routable, meaning that

all broadcast messages
stay within the confines
of the local network. So a
192.168.1.255 broadcast
message will never be al-
lowed on the Internet.
Furthermore, the router
would also drop a broad-
cast message sent to a re-
mote network.

By now, the hardcore
computer readers are
probably jumping up and
down saying, "No one
does Internet broadcasting
that way, and what about
IGMP?!" Well, we are al-
most out of space in this

month's column.
But seriously, the computer in-

dustry has been well aware of the
issues surrounding broadcasting on
the Internet, and it has worked hard
to resolve them. The most promis-
ing solution at the moment is Inter-
net Group Management Protocol,
Version 3 (IGMP V3) as specified in
RFC 3376. (RFCs can be found at
www.rfcs.org.) If you have looked at
previous versions of IGMP before
and have concluded that it will not
work, I encourage you to look at the
third version, which contains several
significant additions. Next month, we
will look at IGMP as part of a wider
discussion of IPTV.

Workstation

Workstation

Switch

[MA

Workstation

Router

Figure 2. A message sent to a broadcast IP address will be
received by all other workstations on the network. The router
will not allow this message onto the Internet.

network broadcast address is a re-
served address; anything sent to this
address is delivered to all computers
on the network.

Broadcast IP addresses end in .255.
(See Figure 2.) If you wanted to send
broadcast packets on a 192.168.1 Eth-
ernet network, you would send pack-
ets to 192.168.1.255. All computers
listening on the network would re-
ceive and interpret these packets.

The broadcast address was created
for network management and diag-
nostic purposes, but it seems like a
perfect solution to our broadcast In-
ternet issue. Unfortunately, things are
not that simple.

While it is true that a broadcast
message will go to all computers on
a network, the key word is "network."
Remember, Ethernet is designed so
that traffic is segmented. Messages
are only sent to computers that need
to see them.

A large network could quickly run

BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the
Video Services Forum and executive
director of the AAF Association.

ElSend questions and comments to:
brad_gilmer@prismb2b.com
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) IF YOU DON'T HAVE DIGITAL
AND IP VIDEO MONITORING,
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IN-DEPTH AND ACCURATE MONITORING SOLUTION.
The JDSU monitoring system immediately pinpoints problems and
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"XDCAM HD is The New Betacam"
"The image that the PDW-F35o puts out is absolutely stunning," says director/cameraman Jody Eldred.
"XDCAM HD is the new Betacam "

Eldred and Mark Falstad, both Emmy Award winners, took PDW-F35o camcorders to the ends of the
earth. Eldred went to Israel to shoot io8o/24P Falstad went to Alaska to shoot the legendary Iditarod
sled dog race in both news -style 6oi and documentary -style 24P Featured on Sony's XDCAM HD Disc
Set, the results speak for themselves.

Falstad says, "We shot pictures that I never dreamed possible. For instance, in the middle of the night
with only a hazy moon and no chance of making a picture, I simply turned on the Slow Shutter at 64
frame accumulation and we got the classic shot of a glowy tent in the mountains. And absolutely no
noise because I wasn't boosting gain. It was stunning!"

"To do time lapse, I put the camera on my tripod, easily set up the frame count on the LCD display and hit
the trigger. It was that fast. Overcranking at 6o frames per second, you can see slow motion of the dogs'
paws kicking up snow and the ears and tongues flying. And you can play it back immediately in the camera.
The PDW-F35o gives me a toolset that I never imagined having, especially at a price of 25,800 [MSRP] "

"It's way too good."
-Jody Eldred



"`XDCAM HD makes me
a better cameramar."
-Mark Falstad

)(DUI/1/1 HO
Proteesewe ets,"

Jody Eldred came to a similar conclusion. "I'm very impressed with the skin tone, tie way the reds work,
the good detail in the darks and the highlights. I have `26o,Poo invested in my F9ooHDCAM package. But
the F35o really deserves to wear its Cir eAlta badge. In fact, it's way too good for a camera at this price."

Astonishing HD picture quality and an incredible toolset at an
affordable price... that's the new Betacam.

See Jody and Mark's dramatic footage. Register to get your

XDCAM HD Disc Set at www.sony.com/XDCAM
XDCAM HO Disc se

T-IE NEW WAY OF BUSINESS -

C Noe Sony Electronics Inc All rights reserved. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice Rep oduction in whole or in part withoullwritten permission is prohibited.
Sony, CineAlta, HDCAM, Betacam and XDCAM are trademarks C Sony The New Way of Business is a service mark of Sony Iditarod is a registered trademam of the Iditarod Trail Committee
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HD set design
News never looked so good.

Most stations have in-
vested in digital trans-
mitters and HD pro-
duction gear, which

are more affordable than ever. Now
broadcast stations are turning their
attention to the news studio for the
next phase of the HD migration.

News studio sets are getting big-
ger and better looking, evolving from
static news desks to news environ-
ments with multiple venues. Even the
newsroom, with its cluttered desks
and frenetic activity, is getting air-
time. Set designers are incorporating

BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI

with the average station spending
$200,000. Of course, repainting a set,
adding new lighting or using less ex-
pensive materials can get you a refur-
bished look for as low as $30,000 to
$50,000.

Planning
The process of designing and

building a new news set takes about
three to six months, depending on the
size and complexity. It starts with an
initial meeting with the design team
and station management, news direc-
tor, operations manager and others.

The FX Group designed this flexible set for WFTV-TV in Orlando,
FL.Two HD rear -projection systems enable the station to change the
look of the set, based on the story being reported.

these new on -air staging areas to keep
the newscast fresh and interesting,
which is what viewers (and advertis-
ers) want.

The need for new sets in the indus-
try is potentially huge, as only about
10 percent of stations in the large
markets have converted to local HD
news production. Roughly 30 percent
are in negotiations to do it within a
year.

In the smaller markets, sets de-
signed for the 16:9 aspect ratio are
almost nonexistent. That's because
new sets are not cheap. A new HD
set could cost $100,000 to $650,000,

McLaughlin, founder, CEO and cre-
ative director of the FX Group in
Ocoee, FL, said stations should plan
on using 4:3 framing for the next five
years.

Layout
The wider sets built for 16:9 HD

enable news departments to offer
viewers wider shots with jib cameras
or stationary cameras mounted on
the ceiling. This makes the set look
more spacious, which studies have
shown is very appealing to viewers,
according to Graham Blyth, president

To make the newscast more appealing to viewers, Blyth Design
created a spacious set forWNYW-TV that offers wider shots with
jib cameras or stationary cameras mounted on the ceiling.

Then a design is developed with 3-D
modeling and CAD software to show
the client how the set will look in both
16:9 and 4:3. Professional set design-
ers can simulate what a standard two -
shot or wide shot will look like and
guide clients through a virtual tour.

Most stations want sets that are
HD -ready, meaning the composi-
tion of their designs, the quality of
their construction and furniture, and
other set pieces will be designed for
the sharper images and wider aspect
ratio of HD, even if the stations have
yet to broadcast in HD. Stations must
plan for a dual aspect reality. Mack

of New York -based Blyth Design.
The most important aspect for HD

is the actual positioning of the talent,
according to George Andrus, senior
design consultant for The Express
Group in San Diego. In the standard
4:3 format, he said, the news team
usually sits shoulder to shoulder. But
with HD's 16:9 format, the desk needs
to be wider, with the talent sitting an
additional 6in to 8in apart. This leaves
room for over the shoulder graphics
without encroaching on the person
sitting next to the anchor on screen,
Andrus said.

The notion of a single talking head,
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or anchor altar, is changing rapidly.
Many attribute this change to cable
and European news channels. The
trend is to place reporters in the
newsroom at a desk or at a podium
next to an electronic screen to read
stories on -air. Main anchor desks
sport a lighter, trimmer design to
encourage the anchor to get up and
move around. This is all part of the
comfortable atmosphere designers
are striving to create.

And sometimes achieving that at-
mosphere translates into no anchor
desk at all. Most of the new CW Net-
work newscasts, for example, feature
talent standing next to a plasma or
rear -projection screen, mounted ei-

Phoenix ABC affiliate KNXV-TV's new weather
set, designed by The Express Group, took six
months to finish.

ther horizontally or vertically. This
gives news directors the flexibility to
change the set quickly for different
stories.

Yet HD studio design is about more
than just a wider set. Stations are add-
ing HD graphics, virtual set technol-
ogy, electronic displays and aestheti-
cally pleasing furniture. The general
thinking is that if you want people
to watch your newscast, newscast-
ers need to create a pleasing, familiar
environment.

Weather
Weather is a big ratings booster for

newscasts, so flashy weather centers
are becoming the norm in many mar-

kets. Whenever a station upgrades its
computer weather system, the on -air
look of the entire newscast is affected,
so careful planning is important.

The Express Group recently de-
signed a new weather set for KNXV-
TV in Phoenix, AZ. The new HD set
features multiple venues around the
studio where talent can report from.
Two 50in Samsung and Toshiba HD
DLP monitors act as a backdrop.
And the station added new high-res
graphics to prepare for future HD
broadcasts.

Andrus said DLP technology offers
a better value than plasma. Plasma
screens larger than 50in are cost pro-
hibitive for most stations. DLP allows

national in Carlsbad, CA. Wood lami-
nates are still used, but a greater ar-
ray of smooth and textured surfaces,
Plexiglas, frosted acrylics and metal
stylings are now employed.

The trend is to
place reporters ...

at a desk or at a
podium ... to read

stories on -air.

The main difference between HD
and SD set design is in the attention
to details, such as the edges of fur-
niture and the site lines between the

Creative lighting is key to any new HD set. Broadcast Design International added a
combination of color -changing soft and incandescent lights to the spacious "NFL
on FOX" set, in Los Angeles.

stations to have a larger screen at a
more affordable cost.

DLP also does not reflect unwanted
light the way most plasma screens do.
And plasma screens suffer from burn
in when a graphic is left on a screen.
This does not happen with DLP pro-
jection, he said, adding that color
saturation can be controlled better
with DLP displays, and maintenance
(replacing an old bulb) is easy and
cost-effective.

Materials
Physical materials used for HD sets

are not that different from those for
analog sets, said Mark Karlen, senior
design rep at Broadcast Design Inter -

weather set and the news desk. Qual-
ity construction is critical, according
to Karlen, because news sets take a
beating.

Stations can't get by with HD sets
that are taped up or refurbished,
said Blyth. Analog cameras can hide
or minimize flaws so they aren't dis-
tracting. But in HD, everything can
be distracting if you let it be. When
designing a great HD set, every detail
is important.

Dan Devlin, creative director for
the Devlin Design Group in Breck-
inridge, CO, agreed. Tolerances are a
lot tighter, and the cost of a new set is
higher than it used to be, he said. Con-
trast is a big thing. And texture and
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news/production

Canon engineered its all -new

HDgc line of affordable HD

zoom lenses to support the

new generation of economical

mid -range portable HD

camcorders and lower -cost POV

HD cameras being introduced

by all of the world's major

professional camera

manufacturers. These

especially include the new

tapeless HD camcorders that

are lowering the cost of

transitioning TV news and

general programming to HD.

Designed for budget -conscious

HD production applications,

these HDgc lenses leverage

Canon's decades of expertise

as a world leader in optics and

as a manufacturer of superior

HD lenses for portable ENG and

EFP cameras. Featuring

superior operational

capabilities, these new HDgc

lenses (four of which feature

Canon's revolutionary digital

eDrive technology) combine

many of the best features of

Canon's remarkable higher -end

HD portable zoom lenses.

portable lens
>$35K Hmys
HIGH -END ENG/EFP CAMERAS

>$25K I-DGC
TIER 1 ECONOMICAL ENG BROADCAST CAMERAS

<$10K I-DGC
TIER 2 ECONOMICAL PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS

HDgc lenses:

 Include models for cameras with 2/3 -inch, 1/2 -inch, and 1/3 -inch imagers.

 Support all of the new HDTV tapeless and tape -based broadcast camcorders.

 Are all well -suited for HD ENG use as well as professional/business-to-business video

production, independent digital filmmaking, and institutional/government HD video
production applications.

 Include lenses for broadcast/production: for 2/3 -inch, the KJ16ex7.7B IRSE* standard
lens; for 1/2 -inch, the KH10ex3.6 IRSE wide-angle lens, the KH2lex5.7 IRSE

telephoto lens, and KH16ex5.7 IRSE* standard lens; all of which have Canon's exclusive

digital eDrive technology and 2X extenders. (* Available in late 2006)

 Will include more broadcast/production 2/3 -inch HDgc lenses, to work with GVG's

Infinity, Panasonic's HD P2, and other lower -cost camcorders and cameras.

 Include lenses for professional video: the KH2Ox6.4 KRS lens for 1/2 -inch HD CCD

cameras; the KT20x5B KRS lens for 1/3 inch HD CCD cameras; and the KJ20x8.5B KRS

lens for 2/3 -inch HD CCD cameras. All three feature a new ergonomic drive unit and

Canon's exclusive Shuttle Shot function, an advanced servo system for zooming back

and forth between any two focal -length positions.

 Includes the KH19x6.7 KAS, which incorporates the digital interface to Sony's auto
focus system.

 Includes the KH19x6.7 KTS for remote -control applications.

I-DGC

camera imager format
2/3" 1/2" 1/3"

ESTABLISHED
HJ SERIES

KJ16ex7.7B IRSE*

MORE LENSES
IM DEVELOPMENT

KJ20x8.5B KRS

KH2lex5.7 IRSE

KH16ex5.7 IRSE*

KH10ex3.6 IRSE

KH2Ox6.4 KRS

KH19x6.7 KAS
KT20x5B KRS*

*Available late 2006



Motion picture, episodic television, and television commercial
production are transitioning to 24p digital HD, and Canon's
HD -EC (High Definition -Electronic Cinematography) lenses
provide the optical performance and operational features these
markets demand.

HD -EC lenses:

 Include six primes-the FJs 5mm, 9mm, 14mm, 24mm, 35mm,
and 55mm-the smallest and lightest in the industry.

 Include three zoom (variable focal length) lenses-the
wide-angle HJ8x5.5B KLL-SC (5.5-44mm/T2.1);
the HJ11x4.7B KLL-SC, an especially wide-angle lens

(4.7-52mm/T2.1); and the HJ21x7.5B KLL-SC
(7.5-158mm/T2.1), which is great for long-distance shots.

 Are designed with the tactile feel and engraved markings vital
to directors of photography and camera operators.

 Can be used with the unique ACV -235 Anamorphic Converter,
which horizontally compresses the CinemaScope (2.35:1)
image to a standard HD aspect ratio of 16:9 (1.78:1), for a
significant improvement over previous methods of adapting
HD cinematography to CinemaScope.

News and general production studios are another hotbed of

HD production. Canon's HDxs DIGISUPER studio lenses are

engineered to provide a wide range of creative HD studio

capture needs with flexible price -performance options.

HDxs studio lenses:

 Include the DIGISUPER 25xs, DIGISUPER 23xs, and the

unique and revolutionary COMPACT DIGISUPER 22xs.

 Include the COMPACT DIGISUPER 22xs (XJ22x7.3B IE-D),

a significant new innovation designed in response to the

trend toward the use of portable HD cameras in the studio.

Packing true HD studio lens performance-but at 13.4 lbs.,

weighing less than a third of larger "box -style" studio
lenses-the COMPACT DIGISUPER 22xs is scaled for direct

docking to portable HD cameras. It provides a "best of both

worlds" solution to HD studio production economy while

delivering exceptionally high HD performance.

 Are ideal for robotic systems.



...You Can Be Confident
When You Invest in
Canon HD Lenses.

Don't put the wrong HD lens on the right HD camera!
Remember: An HD lens is not a mere accessory to a
camera, but the crucial first stage where HD images are
created before entering the camera's imagers. That's
why Canon-a world leader in optics for the broadcast,
digital cinema, and professional video industries-
offers a full range of HD lenses specifically designed for
the many types of HD cameras leading manufacturers
provide to the television and visual -entertainment
industries.

Canon's new HDgc line of lenses is engineered for the
new generation of affordable HD camcorders (tapeless
and tape -based) using 2/3 -inch, 1/2 -inch, or 1/3 -inch
image formats.

Canon's eHDxs lenses include top -of -the -line telephoto,
wide-angle, and medium -range lenses for a wide variety
of high -end portable HD camcorders (such as Ikegami's
Editcam, Panasonic's Varicam, and Sony's HDCAM) and
portable cameras from GVG, Hitachi and JVC.

Canon's HDxs lenses include the line of DIGISUPER HD
"box" lenses crucial to the field and studio cameras
used in major sporting events and entertainment
programming.

Canon's HD -EC lenses consist of six prime and three
zoom lenses for digital High Definition Electronic
Cinematography of theatrical motion pictures and
episodic television shows. The ACV -235 Anamorphic
Converter provides CinemaScope (2.35:1) image
capture for 16:9 camera imagers.

Canon supports all levels of HD television, digital
cinema, and professional video production, with
specific lenses engineered to meet the needs of a
diverse marketplace and a wide range of program
genres. Canon HD lenses combine superior image
performance, product durability, unsurpassed service
and support, and appropriate pricing that add up to an
excellent return on investment regardless of your
purchase needs and budget.



Canon's line of eHDxs portable lenses now includes eight models

that collectively offer an extremely broad range of creative

options to meet the needs of all forms of high -end HD

production. Canon's eDrive employs microprocessor -controlled

miniature i6 -bit digital servo systems that enable users to

automate control of iris, zoom, focus, and position memory,

depending on user preferences; eDrive's programmable features

provide value-added production capabilities.

eHDxs lenses:

 Are widely used to shoot "reality" and "magazine" shows.

 Are a popular choice in the production of HDTV documentaries.

 Are essential for entertainment and location production.

 Include models with impressive zoom capabilities, making them

excellent for wildlife and nature videography.

 Include models with Canon's exclusive Optical Image Stabilizer

(Shift -IS) technology, which is used extensively on helicopters

and for other production applications.

HDxs long field lenses have an extensive history of being first in

the industry, and are constantly on the road with major mobile

and broadcast production companies capturing the defining
events of our time.

HDxs field lenses:

 Include four models (the DIGISUPER 100xs, DIGISUPER 86xs,

DIGISUPER 86 TELExs, and DIGISUPER 75xs) featuring Canon's

sophisticated Optical Shift Image Stabilizer (Shift -IS) technology

for rock -solid image capture at telephoto distances.

 Include the DIGISUPER 60xs; as with Canon's other HDxs long

field zoom lenses, the DIGISUPER 60xs features Canon's unique

Power Optical System for superior specs and light weight.

 Incorporate Canon's second -generation Digital Servo System,

which delivers improved ease of operation through multiple

advanced programmable features.

 Offer a wide choice of controllers, including new manual -style

digital servo zoom and focus controllers.



XJ100x9.3B IE-D XJ86x13.5B IE-D TELE
XJ86x9.3B IE-D

field lenses application

XJ75x9.313 IE-D XJ60x9B IE-D

IF
 Sports
 Concerts
IOther Live Events
Government

 News Studios
 Drama Studios
 Game Shows
 Variety Shows

I-DEi
cine zoom

digital cine lenses
cine prime

HJ8x5.5B KLL-SC HJ11x4.7B KLL-SC HJ21x7.5B KLL-SC

anamorphic
converter

ACV -235

application
 Movie Making
 Sitcoms
 Episodics
 Television Commercials
 Documentaries

portable lenses
-22 format

HJ17ex7.613 Hi17eX7.76 14,12'24V/ 16E1 14 exI.813 14J16e-x26B
IRSE/IASE IRSE/IASE IRSE/IASE IRSE/IASE IRSE/IASE IASE

application
 News Magazines
 Reality Shows
 Dramas/Episodics
 Documentaries
 Wildlife

application
 HD News
 Lower -Budget Productions
 KB Productions
 Digital Indie Filmmaking

KH18ex5.7* KH10ex3.6 KH21ex5.7 KH20x6A KH19x6.7 KJ16ex7.713* KJ20x8.5B KT20x5B*
1RSE IRSE IRSE KRS KAS IRSE KRS KRS

*Available late 2006

Find out more at canonbroadcast.com

canon
imageANYWARE

1 -800 -321 -HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012)
02006 Canon U.S.A., Inc. All rights reserved. Canon is a registered trademark of Canon Inc. in the United States

and may also be a registered trademark or trademark in other countries. IMAGEANYWARE is a trademark of Canon.
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... continued from page 34

patterns can affect a set negatively or
positively, depending on how they're
used within an overall design.

The other consideration is the ma-
terials you use. If you spend money
on good materials, it will show up on
the screen, Andrus said. Cameras are
getting sharper and sharper, so you
have to be more careful of what you
put in the background. Depth of field
is critical in HD.

According to Andrus, The Express
Group tries to put as much physical
depth as possible between the talent
and the background without sacrific-
ing camera positions in front. This
helps to soften background elements,
such as monitors, that would distract
viewers. Using scrim material and
frosted glass is another way to resolve
this issue, he said.

Color and light
Lighting is also key to any HD set,

so set designers work closely with
professional lighting designers. Many
set design companies even have a vet-
eran lighting person on staff.

The trend, McLaughlin said, is to in-
corporate more lighting fixtures, but at
lower intensities (about 80 to 100 foot
candles) than used for SD. A combina-
tion of soft and incandescent lights can
create the desired look and feel.

Soft lighting is often used to front
light talent because these lights are
more evenly distributed, more forgiv-
ing to the anchors, draw less power
and heat, and last longer on the set.
Devlin recommends using a dimmer
to help smooth out differing com-
plexions and hair colors among the
news team members. He also uses

WFMZ-TV, in Allentown, PA, currently broadcasts in SD. Planning for an HD future,
the station worked with Devlin Design Group to create a large -market on -air look
with wood grain, new lighting and native HD graphics to highlight the talent.

McLaughlin creates a sense of
depth in his designs by diffusing the
background printed graphic or city
skyline with Plexiglas or frost glass
and by strategically positioning over-
head and background lighting. The
FX Group recently completed a new
set for WFTV-TV in Orlando, FL.
The set includes two HD rear -pro-
jection systems that serve as the focal
point of the newscast. This enables
the station team to change the look
of the set based on the story being
reported. This will be particularly
helpful during November elections
coverage.

fluorescent and incandescent lighting
for key, fill and backlight positions.

Adding RGB color -changing lights
to sets gives stations increased flex-
ibility. These special RGB lights help
set the mood and enhance the set
significantly. Red might be used for
a breaking report, while a subtle blue
might work for a feel -good story.
FOX's NFL set makes extensive use of
color -changing lights.

Bright, saturated colors are some-
times used, depending on an individ-
ual station's view of the brand and its
marketing direction. Broadcast De-
sign International recently finished

the new studio set and newsroom for
the "CBS Evening News with Katie
Couric" in New York. (See this issue's
cover.) The multivenue set is designed
purely for HD and includes wider set
components, reflecting a stronger
16:9 design composition, brighter
colors and strategically placed lights
in the grid and anchor desk to com-
pensate for the vivid HD picture.

HD reflects very vividly, even if a
set uses earth tones, Karlen said. A set
designed for a New Mexico newscast
will look very different from one for
a northern California news show be-
cause the brand of the two stations is
completely different.

To make a set pop on screen,
Blyth likes to use metal and reflective
materials - even a high -gloss black
desk - to add brightness and small

Web links
Blyth Design
www.blythdesign.com
Broadcast Design International
www.broadcastdesign.com
Devlin Design Group
www.ddgtv.corn

 The Express Group
www.theexpressgroup.corn
FX Group

www.fxgroup.tv

Set inspiration
Looking for new set ideas? The

SetStudio features more than 1000
photos of sets from 100 stations
and networks around the world.
Founded in 2003 by Michael R Hill,
the Web site is a great resource
for any engineer or station
employee looking for set design
inspiration.

The site us not affiliated with any
set design firm or manufacturer.
Hill relies on user submissions
for his collection of photos. Users
are encouraged to submit photos
of their station's set for consider-
ation. The site is accessible free of
charge at vvww.setstudio.com.
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silver accent lights with star filters. In
the past, cameras couldn't handle re-
flective surfaces, he said. But today's
HD cameras and lighting equipment
do a much better job of bringing out
the highlights without producing an
ugly burn in that is visible on screen.
Instead, Blyth said, it can make a set
sparkle.

Moving
It's not enough to plan for what

a new HD set should include. You
must also figure out how to get the
new set in place. The trick is to move
the newscast from its existing stage
to another area while new construc-
tion occurs. This process is perhaps
the most challenging because a sta-
tion's newscast can't go off the air.
Extensive planning by the station's
operations manager and chief engi-
neer is critical.

Often, sets are built off -site and

then assembled at the studio to de-
crease the disruption. Another op-
tion is to temporarily move the news-
cast elsewhere and build the new set
on -site. This is what WNYW-TV in
New York City did. The old set was
sliced into pieces and reassembled
in another studio in the parent com-
pany's building. For four weeks, the
station produced its three -per -day
newscasts from this secondary lo-
cation while a new set, designed by
Blyth Designs, was built in the home
studio. According to those involved,
the move was smooth and seamless,
and most importantly, viewers didn't
experience a disruption.

The final set
Changing sets every time a new news

director is hired is no longer feasible.
Today, stations are expected to live with
a news set for five to seven years. With
HD's emergence and limited budgets,

new sets must be as flexible as possible
without looking temporary.

Designs have to be versatile, yet,
with many stations using robotic
cameras and automated station -in -a -
box systems, must accommodate new
and existing production technologies
and the limitations they bring, Devlin
said. Many times camera movement,
location and proximity don't always
work well together, and that's affected
by technology, lighting and studio
space, he said. Having the freedom for
the talent to move around a set may
be nice, but often that works against
the benefits of new developments like
robotics that were championed over
the past few years. The key is to know
what you have and what you plan to
keep in a new design and then make it
work. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on
the professional video and broadcast
technology industries.

Fair and Balanced COlo
It's true. Kino Flo's telegenic
ParaBeam 400 studio fixture
delivers 3,000 Watts worts of

tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-with-
out the heat and without compromis-
ing your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam's cool brilliance

a special parabolic reflector that
light waves into projectiles.

As for image quality, the fixture
designed True Match lamps that display pig
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illuminati
(CRI 95). A center mount lets you rotate betwee
horizontal and vertical beam. Slide in your cl-oice
of focusing louvers to spot the beam down to a
90°, 60° or 45° pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual con-
trols can dirr the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBeam
is flicker free and dead quiet.

If you tl-ink the ParaBeam
looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

/J-1 q_/ Beani

2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank CA 91505 818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax www.kinofIo.com



Talk about intelligent design...
PROGRAM SOURCES

SDI & COMPOSITE

REMOTE WORKSTATIONS
INGEST TRIM PLAYLISTING

NON-LINEAR EDITOR NETWORK STORAGE

GIGABIT ETHERNET

 MPEG-2 CODECS

 DV CODECS
 EMBEDDED AUDIO
 AES/EBU AUDIO

 +4 ANALOG AUDIO
 170 HOUR CAPACITY
 4 -DRIVE RAID ARRAY
 CLOSED CAPTIONING

 TARGA GRAPHICS

 INPUT FRAME SYNC
 HEAD & TAIL TRIMMING
 AS -RUN LOGS

360 Systems is delivering a new class of Image Servers.
Take a close look and you'll find new features

that enhance workflow speed and content qual-
ity. New Remote Workstation software lets you
create work areas for ingest, trimming, playlist-
ing or review-and place them anywhere you
need them. New network transfer tools move
content fast, to and from popular NLEs. And
now, Image Servers import and export more
forms of video and audio than ever before.

Whether you're running a network, mid -mar-
ket station or cable access channel, the new Image
Servers with Advanced Playlisting, accurate As-

Run logs, and easy editing functions may be every-
thing you'll need to get to air.

Today's intelligently -designed Image Servers
deliver a new generation of capabilities, yet are in-
credibly affordable-which may explain why they've
become today's best-selling broadcast servers.

BROADCAST
www.360systems.com  Tel 818-735-8223  email: BIE2006@360systems.com
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The new,
digital workflow
improves flexibility
and breaking news
coverage.
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When NECN launched as a cable news channel in 1992,
the mission was clear: Provide original local and regional
news, as well as national news from a regional perspective,
fast. The station produces 11 hours of live programming on

weekdays and seven hours on weekends from a 19,600sq-ft facility in Newton, MA.
S_nce its inception, the station acquired field video on Betacam SP tape and edited

in a tape -based "cuts only" workflow (along with a single Sony BVE-600 system for A -B
roll editing). A few Fast Forward Video editing workstations and Autodesk Discreet Edit
6.0 and 6.5 systems provided craft editing capability for longer -format programming and
weekly shows that were preproduced.

The idea was to use this basic technology to deliver a local perspective into viewers' homes
thrcughout the New England region in a timely fashion. Thirteen years later, the response from view-
ers and critics alike has been phenomenal. NECN currently reaches 3.2 million homes with a zoned
dist:ibution system that serves the Boston DMA and the New England region (i.e., Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Vermont).
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NECN's Audio A control room eatures
a Wheatstone D-9 digital audio console
and a Grass Valley Kalypso SD switcher,
which are used to produce its main
newscasts and other news segments.
The router -based D-9 allows Audio A
to act as a backup control room for the
Audio B control room.
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In 2004, NECN made the leap into
digital news production in an effort to
take advantage of file transfers, non-
linear flexibility and fast news package
turnaround times. The station chose
the Grass Valley Digital News Produc-
tion system to optimize its workflow.
Everything but the switchers is con-
nected to a dual -chassis Grass Valley
NAS, allowing the station's news edi-
tors to share material and producers
and journalists access to stories from
anywhere in the building.

Taking a phased, multistage ap-
proach to full digital production over
the past two years, NECN's chief en-
gineer, Greg Roehr, said the biggest
challenge was migrating while keeping
the channel on the air. There could be
no downtime, and space limitations
didn't allow for prebuilding work

The biggest challenge
was migrating while
keeping the channel

on the air. There could
be no downtime.

Having Grass Valley NewsQ Pro software on every ENPS workstation in the bustling
NECN newsroom allows producers and reporters to quickly assign story slugs and
file footage, write scripts, and begin the process of digital asset production prior to
the editing and playout process.

areas. Another major challenge was
to create a new, collaborative way of
working, and train operators on the
new systems as they simultaneously
put out the day's newscasts.

The facility now maintains 10 NLE
suites with Grass Valley NewsEdit SC
systems, several with 2-D DVE and
CG capability. Three additional NLE

Video A control room features an efficient layout that enables live news programs
production with only two people.

systems are on board SNG and ENG
production trucks covering news in
the field.

All field material is ingested using
FireWire connectivity. And the func-
tionality of the NLEs allows editors
to begin their work before the file is
completely uploaded onto the net-
work. Once a package has aired, it's
copied to Sony XDCAM disks or Be-
tacam SP tape and archived in a tape
library for long-term storage.

Tapeless acquisition
In 2005, NECN made its second

major leap into digital news produc-
tion by purchasing 11 Sony XDCAM
camcorders and source players for
edit systems and viewing stations.
The XDCAM's optical media discs
are compatible with the NewsEdit
systems and have helped the station
produce news packages in a third of
the time it took with the previous
tape -based workflow.

In tandem with the move to opti-
cal disc acquisition, the station also
changed the way it handles media for
news production. Where previously it
sneakernetted tapes between editors
and played out programs to air from
tape, the station implemented a seg-
mented Gigabit Ethernet backbone
to support a file -based network. This
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 Digital Wireless Intercom

 VoICE (Voice IP Communications)
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includes a Grass Valley NAS system,
Telestream FlipFactory for externally
produced content and dual two -
channel M -Series iVDR servers for
each of the two on -air control rooms.
The iVDRs are mirrored to provide
redundancy and online security.

Edited material is fed to the
M -Series units using a Gigabit Eth-
ernet pipeline. The units then play
stories directly to air via the produc-
tion control room with a Grass Val-
ley Kalypso or Kayak switcher. Two
1.21TB (110 hours at 25Mb/s) of in-
house storage support the centralized
NAS system. And by using metadata
generated by the Associated Press
newsroom ENPS and Grass Valley
NewsQ Pro systems, the NAS allows
all editors, producers and journalists
to have access to the same content.

While NECN video is distributed
with analog (mono) audio through -

Two 1.21TB of
in-house storage

support the centralized
NAS system.

The operations control area (shown

At the heart of NECN's network MC, a Utah Scientific MCP -2020 MC switcher, a
Harris Leitch Panacea router and a SeaChange MediaCluster server system - all
under Sundance NXT automation control - manage main program and dual -zone
commercial content.

out the region, its audio production is
handled by a Wheatstone D-9 audio
console from its main control room
and a 56 -input Mackie audio board
in its secondary room, which also in-
cludes a Kayak HD switcher. The lack
of multichannel audio is due to prior
distribution arrangements with the
station's transport provider.

here) allows monitoring and operation of
NewsQ Pro and playout servers for both control rooms from one central area.

NECN is carried on most of the
multiple system operators (MSOs) in
the region, including Comcast, Char-
ter Communications, Metrocast and
Time Warner Cable. The station's two
outbound program channels are car-
ried to the cable headends via a ter-
restrial fiber and microwave distribu-
tion network.

Automated playout
and tape archiving

The facility includes two similar
production control rooms. Control
Room A includes a Kalypso switch-
er, while Control Room B features a
Kayak HD switcher. Room A is used
for the main newscasts and some oth-
er segments, while Room B handles
breaking news, a zoned newscast and
other programs that air throughout a
typical news day. Grass Valley Profile
servers, which store prebuilt anima-
tions and other stock elements, sup-
port both control rooms.

Added to this mix is the NewsQ
Pro system, which manages identi-
cal playout facilities for NECN's two
production control rooms. It enables
producers and journalists to quickly
and easily search, locate and retrieve
material associated with a particular
story.

Producers use the system via their
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Technology in action
Associated Press ENPS newsroom computer system
Grass Valley

Kalypso SD switcher
Kayak HD switcher
M -Series iVDRs
NewsEdit SC NLE systems
News(' Pro
Profile servers
NAS

Harris Letich Panacea router
Mackie 56 -input audio board
Pathfire media servers
SeaChange MediaCluster servers
Sony

Betacam SP VTRs
XDCAM cameras and player/recorders

Sundance Digital NXT automation
Telestream

ClipMail encoder
FlipFactory automation system

Utah Scientific MCP -2020 MC switcher
Wheatstone D-9 audio console

Design team
NECN

Greg Roehr, chief engineer
Dave Beauvais, director of operations
John Mehrtens, IT manager
Kris Kalanderi, assistant chief engineer

MOS-connected Associated Press ENPS desktops to slug
each story and leverage any additional metadata gener-
ated by the cameras, Pathfire media servers, wire services,
reporter info and so on. This metadata stays with a story
from when it enters the building until it is dumped off to
tape for archiving.

Internal training was key. News employees had to mod-
ify their old tape -based processes and embrace the new

The system design now in
place is flexible and fast,

allowing the news station to
go live at a moment's notice.

As material is ingested, it
can be aired immediately.

file -based workflow. Grass Valley is modifying the "Ar-
chive -To -Tape" function within the NewsQ Pro software
to accommodate XDCAM equipment interfacing and
will provide NECN with an update soon. The goal is to
eliminate videotape from as many areas of the operation
as possible.

Completed programming content is sent from the pro-
duction control rooms in serial digital video with embed-
ded AES audio to the station's network operations center.
From here, commercials are inserted for the two regions
served by the news station and then sent to the cable pro-
vider and into consumers' homes. A Sundance Digital
NXT provides automation control for NECN's Utah Sci-
entific MCP -2020 MC switcher at the heart of its network

network

VikinX Sublime small and medium routing switchers

Analog video/audio, AES, SDI, E4, STM-1 from 8x8 to 64x64
Multiformat HD -SDI from 8x8 to 64x64
Re -clocking and non-reclocking SDI and HD -SDI
Multiple formats in one frame (2RU and 4RU)
Control via IP/Ethernet, RS -232/422, NCB
Programmable button configuration

Network Electronics US
800-420-5909

ussales@network-electronics.com

network-electronics.com
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operations center and manages three
channels of SeaChange MediaCluster
servers for playback of prerecorded
programs and commercials. The sys-
tem design now in place is flexible
and fast, allowing the news station
to go live at a moment's notice. As
material is ingested, it can be aired
immediately.

Where previously the newsroom
automation system was used to find
tapes on a shelf, material can now be
retrieved much faster and more ef-
ficiently from the NAS system and
married with live signals sent via fi-
ber, microwave or satellite connec-
tion. NECN also maintains four news
bureaus throughout the region that
contribute news on a daily basis, with
some stories sent via a Telestream
ClipMail system.

This process has been used on sev-
eral late -breaking occasions, such as
the recent flooding in New England,
and has helped the station scoop its
much more established competition.
NECN has to be prepared for any and
all news stories as they break. The
system as implemented allows the
station to go live from two different
control rooms and expand coverage
of important stories at a moment's
notice.

Rather than go for a high story
count, there are times when the sta-
tion will expand upon a single story.
On Sept. 11,2001, two of the troubled
flights originated from Boston and
Maine. NECN went live for six -and -a -
half days, commercial -free. Through-
out the current Middle East crisis, the
station has been able to easily break
away from planned stories as needed.

NECN's technology and systems
have been designed for a maximum
workload, yet the systems are flex-
ible and ready to adjust to a different
workflow. The station's approach to
the news business is the reason NECN
has remained an award -winning news
source in the region.

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on
the professional video and broadcast
technology industries.
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THE AZDEN 1000

BROADCAST PERFORMANCE,

UNIQUE INTEGRATED

UHF RECEIVERS
Whether you use the Anton -Bauer Gold Mount®, a v -mount battery, or

have a Panasonic or Ikegami camera which takes a "slot -in" receiver,

there's an Azden 1000 designed specifically for your use, giving you

broadcast performance with no additional batteries needed.

Gold Mount
100OURVAB

IDX "V" Mount
100OURX/VM 100OURX-S1

Features include: "Slot -In"

 121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection
and superior diversity isolation

 High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio

 Multi -function LCD shows channel number

and frequency, battery info, AF level,

and diversity operation

 Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,

Earphone -out w/level control

A1AZDEN

Bodypack transmitter
(1000BT) with reduced
current -drain for improved
battery life, is available
with Azden EX -503H,

Sony ECM -44H.

P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010  (516) 328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com

Plug-in XLR

transmitter (1000XT)
works with
dynamic mics.
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Multichannel playout
Operational support systems can lower your OPEX today.

yen the casual observer can
see that the broadcast in-
dustry is going through a
period of massive change in

terms of how content is created and
distributed. To those within the indus-
try, this change provides massive chal-
lenges and opportunities. The seismic
technology shift taking place - from
analog to digital and beyond - is
backed by the spread of IT -based so-
lutions. We are witnessing the death
of the dedicated hardware. A new era
that combines these software solu-
tions with years of experience deliver-
ing audio and video is now upon us.

There is an
inexorable pressure

to cap or reduce
operational
expenditure.

These significant changes in the ba-
sic infrastructure, plus the emergence
of true multimedia delivery require-
ments and the move away from the
linear broadcast model, means that

BY RICK BOI IN

network solutions are
now performing a prima-
ry role for many organiza-
tions. And the importance
of these network solutions
is only going to grow.

It is clear that many
broadcasters are still grap-
pling with these workflow
changes. As the industry
increasingly moves to file -
based digital content gen-
eration and playout, there
is an inexorable pressure
to cap or reduce opera-
tional expenditure. The
rapidly increasing level of
IT in the broadcast chain
provides a higher level of machine and
network intelligence than the industry
has experienced. This provides a clear
opportunity to track performance in
a way that was previously impossible.
By accurately tracking performance
over time, operational efficiency can
be improved and operational expen-
diture reduced. The question remains:
How does the industry monitor
performance?

By looking at the telecommunica-

FRAME GRAB A look at the consumer side of DTV

HDTV households continue to grow
By the end of this year, 20.3 million houses will have HDTV.

Co

Source: In-Stat

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Households with HDTV services (million)

wwwin-stat.COM

BBC Belfast in Northern Ireland manages its
broadcast systems with FBBT's Matador.

tions industry, we can draw some in-
stant parallels. The industry has un-
dergone technological and business
model shifts throughout the last few
decades. That industry is also trying
to generate maximum revenue from
digital content while providing a

quality of service in a cost -competi-
tive marketplace. Both shifts in the
market require an increase in the cus-
tomer base and loyalty.

The proven benefits of OSS
The telecom industry is way ahead

in its deployment of network tech-
nologies. One of the key elements in
facilitating the efficient deployment
and subsequent use of new network
technologies in that sector has been
the use of operational support sys-
tems (OSS). There is now a major
opportunity for the broadcast indus-
try to move rapidly beyond the early
adopter phase of exploiting enter-
prise applications - software that
tracks separate business functions
- to OSS, and therefore to be able
to successfully view the network as a
strategic tool.

So what are OSS and what do
they do? OSS combine the real-time
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monitoring of engineers with a his-
torical view to reveal trends and pat-
terns of management.

OSS first appeared on the telecom-
munications market in the late 1980s
as billing integration systems. Newer
breeds of OSS provide systems inte-
gration, network management and
equipment inventory capability, with
the ultimate aim of reducing opera-
tional expenditure, increasing profit
margins and improving commercial
viability. The OSS market is now a
huge worldwide business in telecom-
munications. Consulting firm RHK
predicts that it will top $31.52 billion
in 2006.

Broadcast topologies
Of course, there are considerable

differences in network topology be-
tween the telco and broadcast indus-
tries, but the fundamental principals
remain the same. Today's broadcast-
ers are rapidly switching over from
analog to digital. And they are driven
by new regulatory and compliance
demands and customers who want
more and show an increasing willing-
ness to change providers.

While the next 15 years in the
broadcast industry will not be a replay
of the last 15 years in the telecommu-
nications industry, enough overlap
exists to warrant a serious compari-
son of winning and losing strategies.
OSS present broadcasters with a sig-
nificant opportunity to exploit exist-

bor-intensive and dependent on op-
erator skill level. Traditional broad-
cast engineers have an ability to un-
derstand signal path configurations
and to deal with any issues that arise,
but such skills are not universal and

FBBT's Matador uses a visual display
so operators can see a virtual rep-
resentation of the entire broadcast
system.

are costly to attain and maintain.
OSS can significantly reduce op-

erational expenditure by providing
infrastructure management tools and
information. These are closely related
to those found in telcos, but with crit-
ical differences arising from the need
to sustain signal paths and with spe-
cial user interface techniques being
developed to address this.

Of course, there are considerable
differences in network topology between

the telco and broadcast industries, but the
fundamental principals remain the same.

ing telco experience, and to invest in
OSS as a means of containing or re-
ducing the cost of maintaining their
infrastructures while they implement
additional delivery paths for content.

Although digital infrastructures
provide greater flexibility of resource
deployment, it is vital to maintain the
integrity of the signal path. This is la -

The deployment of OSS does not
in itself guarantee workflow continu-
ity. The organization may need re-
structuring around the functionality
of OSS to optimize business benefits.
OSS need to address four primary
business drivers:

Provide the tools to enable the in-
frastructure to be viewed as an en-

abler of profitability.
Support an increased diversity of

program output at constant or re-
duced operational expenditure.

Provide for an increased level of
reporting capability and business
continuity.

Maintain a comprehensive and
overarching monitoring system.

So, how is this achieved? In prac-
tice, OSS consist of a number of serv-
ers distributed around a broadcast
infrastructure and then connected
together through a normal WAN.

The analysis tools that a system
provides must be flexible and easily
accessible, e.g. from any PC client on
the same network using a standard
Web browser. Because of the inherent
complexities in displaying the opera-
tional state of a given network, it is of-
ten necessary for a dedicated client to
be used, particularly if a 3-D virtual
environment is the chosen illustra-
tion method.

OSS are designed to capture events
within the broadcast infrastructure
nonstop. Events include everything
from control system commands to
low-level alarms such as GPI clo-
sures. The use of an underlying da-
tabase structure will enable events to
be viewed within the context of live
broadcast paths. The time from an
alarm being detected at the edge of
the network to an indication on a us-
er's screen should experience the least
delay -a matter of seconds - in a
typical WAN installation.

OSS provide statistical information
on equipment use, frequency of alarms
and compliance with service level
agreements (SLAs). Traditional ap-
proaches to broadcast monitoring are
static in that they attempt to replicate or
mimic the wiring details. The difficulty
is that there is never enough room on
the computer screen to display all the
features of immediate interest.

The user interface
A visual display solves both prob-

lems. Broadcast paths can be displayed
dynamically. That is, the user selects
an end point, and the path analyzer
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algorithm propagates backwards from
there, displaying all the devices that
comprise that path. This environment
allows users to display as much detail
or perspective as they are interested
in, simply by navigating around and
zooming in and out. This means that
users do not lose contextual informa-
tion even when they are looking at an
individual device in detail.

One basis for visual display is the
reference model developed by the
EBU/SMPTE Task Force on Harmo-

OSS reports normally take the form
of tables or graphs that can be ex-
ported as management reports. Trend
analysis allows users to identify areas
particularly prone to failure or areas of
the infrastructure that are underused.

The detailed information that OSS
collect is often used to define SLAs,
which in turn define the commercial
arrangements between broadcasters,
suppliers and transmission providers.
For commercial broadcasters, the cash
flow controlled by SLAs determines

As network -based IT solutions roll out
and dominate, understanding the role

of each piece of technology in a network
becomes not only possible, but desirable.

nized Standards for the Exchange
of Program Material as Bit Streams
and published as a report in 1998.
The EBU/SMPTE model defined the
broadcast infrastructure in terms of
devices, paths, services, content and
management services.

A visual console can, therefore,
display the broadcast path and any
redundant paths. This also works
for multiplexed signal streams and
broadcast services.

As well as showing signal path
devices, this console can monitor
sound and pictures. This is achieved
by selective placement of streaming
engines throughout the broadcast
infrastructure.

It is important in OSS that previ-
ous configurations of the infrastruc-
ture can be examined. By recalling
stored events and stepping through
them, the user can examine the state
of the infrastructure, a given event or
sequence of events. Alarm analysis,
report generation and trend analysis
are also central to OSS and the ben-
efits they will provide. This should
include:

SLA compliance;
device use;
signal path use;
alert history; and
event history.

operating profit or loss, which can be
constantly monitored by the OSS.

This strategic tool enables man-
agers to run the business efficiently,
and also serves as a tactical tool for
operators and engineers. Of course,
the design architecture must be fully
scalable with each of the components
designed so that it can cope with fu-
ture load issues and address the size
of any potential installation.

We all understand the huge tech-
nological changes that the broadcast
industry is currently experiencing. As
network -based IT solutions roll out
and dominate, understanding the role
of each piece of technology in a net-
work becomes not only possible, but
desirable. By deploying OSS designed
specifically for the complexities of
broadcast networks, technological
efficiencies can be achieved that will
prevent outages - and, therefore,
viewer dissatisfaction - and should
also reduce costs over time. BE

Rick Bolin is director and CEO of FBBT.
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Mixing Audio for HD
With new HD standards currently being ad-

opted by stations throughout the world, the

audience demands higher quality audio and,

in many cases, surround sound. Audio opera-

tors also have to handle increasingly complex

productions with ease. From news to sports

to production, in the studio or on the road,

Euphonix has a range of flexible and modular

digital audio mixing solutions, from 32 to over

1,000 channels, that can be tailored to exactly

meet any facility's requirements.

Updates for Broadcast
The Euphonix broadcast line now features some

significant new product updates:

System 5

Updated control surface with...

- New touch -sensitive LED color coded

knobs

- Higher resolution screens

- Faster embedded processors for quicker

boot times

- More memory for added features and

faster response

- Improved fader resolution around 0dB

Max Air
Updated control surface with...
- Improved surface color coding

- New external screen metering option

- Faster embedded processors for quicker

boot times

- More memory for added features and

faster response

- Improved fader resolution around 0dB

- New speaker shelf design

New DF66 DSP SuperCore

New Modular Converters

System 5-B and Max Air
Two models are available for different appli-

cations and budgets. Both use the same DSP

SuperCore, router and range of converters and

share many of the same features. What sets

them apart is the control surface.

System 5-B
The most advanced digital broadcast mixing

system available. It is designed for audio pro-

fessionals who demand the best. With 8 knobs

per channel and TFT displays for metering, rout-

ing and parameter display, System 5 is built for

the ultimate in operational flexibility and visual

faedback.

Max Air
A more compact control surface with 4 knobs

per channel and a central touch screen inter-

face making it very easy to learn and use. Max

Air is ideal for one operator to handle every-

thing from on -air news to production and out-

side broadcasts.



System 5
or Max Air Control Surface

Sources & Destinations
The total number of sources & destinations avail-

able increases with each SP662 DSP SuperCore

card added to the system. Each card includes 4

MADI (224) inputs and outputs. A typical 3 card

system with 12 MADI inputs and outputs, each

MADI stream capable of 56 channels of digital

audio, will have 672 sources and destinations.

Channels
The sources are routed to the console's chan-

nels using the PatchNet software.

Each channel has:
 2 inputs, that may be fed from analog or

digital sources. Either A, B or A + B may

be selected to feed the channel.

 Phase reverse

 Digital gain trim

 Delay - 2 seconds per channel

 Insert send & return

 4 band fully parametric EQ & 2 filters

 Full dynamics inc. compressor and

expand -gate, key input and side chain filter

 Touch sensitive moving fader

 Multi -format pan to mix & group busses

 Multi -format mix and group busses

 Mono/stereo group/clean feed busses

 Aux/IFB send busses

 Solo (APL, PFL, SIP)

 2 direct outputs - pre -fader & post -fader

 N-1 mix -minus output from each channel

When Euphonix remote mic preamps are con-

nected to the channel these controls are also

available:

 Input impedance - hi/lo

 Phantom power

 High pass filter

 Analog input gain

Ethernet

DSP SuperCore
& Router

I-

Multiple
MADI In/Out

including 75ohm AES/EBU & SDI -41-10%
Analog & Digital In and Out

'
i 1 ;
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r Busses
The number of busses available depends on:

 Number of SP662 DSP SuperCore cards

 Mixer Model (software defined mixer

configuration)

Three types of busses are available:

 Up to 48 for Multi -Format Mix Busses

 Up to 48 for Multi -Format Group Busses

 Up to 24 for Mono/Stereo Aux Sends

Function
1 of 7

Function
2 of 7

Function
3 of 7

Function
4 of 7

Function
5 of 7

Function
6 of 7

Function
7 of 7

Mix & Group busses can easily be formatted

in stereo or surround (up to 7.1 including LCRS

and 5.1). Audio subgroups may be built when

needed from available busses. Filters & Dy-

namics buss processing is available.

Busses may be placed on any channel strip for

full control of master level and processing us-

ing the 8 knobs and screen displays.

Channel inputs

Any
Order

Delay

111V-4O01'

Fader
& Mute

0-

I-

-

Pre -Fader
Output

Post -Fade -

Channel Output

Mix Minus Output

Mix Minus
Processing

Solo
PFL/AFL

Stereo/Mono
Aux Sends

Multi -Format
Group Buses

Matrix/Clean Feeds

Key

Pan
Multi -Format

Link Mix Buses
Program/Sub Groups



System 5-B Control Surface
New LED color coded knobs, higher-res screens with improved graphics, & improved surface color coding for clearer display

High Resolution EQ, Dyn EQ & Dyn Graphs for Central Assign Master Multi -Format Routing Display 8 Color Coded
1024x768 TFT Displays & Pan Graphs Center Assign Source Channel Strip Buss & CR Meters
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CM402T Sub -Master CM401T Master
Module Module

CM408T 8 Fader

Module

f
100mm Moving

Faders with high -

resolution stereo

LED fader meters

Twin Source Designa-

tion Display - SWAP

function allows indi-
vidual or global swap to

a 2nd layer

CM402T Sub -Master
with full channel strip
controls for a single

source plus 8 faders

usually assigned to

groups

Control Surface
Much like any audio console the System

5 -B's surface includes channel strips and

a center section for master facilities. The

System 5-B surface is modular and com-

prises of 5 different modules:

 CM401T Master*

 CM402T Sub -Master*

 CM408T 8 Fader Strips*

 CM409 Blank Module

 CM411v Video Module*

All modules (1ft wide, 305mm)

* Includes TFT screen display 1024x768

CM401T Master
Assignable Channel

Strip, Monitors,

Comms, Buss

Masters, Main Menu
Panel

System 5 can be supplied with-

out a frame for custom installs.

Each module is self-contained

with dual redundant power sup-

plies and an Ethernet connec-

tion for control. Modules may be

placed in any order and can eas-

ily be moved. If a fader module

fails, there no loss of audio, and

it is easy to use other modules

to control those sources and to

hot swap the module.

Modular Frame Sizes (Custom Available)

Frame Height Width Deilm

6 modules 39.5" (1 m) 6'10" (2.08m) 41" (1.04m)

9 modules

12 modules

39.5" (1 m) 9'10" (3m) 41" (1.04m)

39.5" (1 m) 12'10" (3.9m) 41" (1.04m)

CM408T 8 Fader
Each strip has a fader, 8

knobs & knob function
switches plus high reso-

lution TFT screen

Fast Access But-

tons for Input, EQ,

Dynamics, Filters, Aux,

Busses and Pan

Modular frame available -
in several sizes

eMix
eMix is the application that integrates with

System 5 and provides setup, file manage-

ment and the PatchNet patchbay application.

It supports the following features accessed

from an external screen:

 Directory & File Management

 PatchNet

 System Diagnostics and Mixer Models

 Mix & Group Buss Setup

 Monitor Fold Down & External Inputs

Setup

 Events & GPI System Programming



Channel Strip - CM408T Master Module - CM401T Sub -Master Module-CM402T
Includes 8 knobs, that can quickly be

switched to control Input, EQ, Filters, Dy-

namics, Pan and Buss Routing, plus a high

resolution screen for display, the System 5

is the ultimate channel control strip.

TFT Screen Display:

High Resolution

Multi -Format Metering up to 7,1

Router Source Name

Source Info
EQ & Pan Curves

Routing Indicators

Knobset Function

Touch Sensitive Knobset:

8 knobs each with

LED color coded outer rings,

4 character displays,

and two switches

for process on/off

Knobset Function Select:

selects the 8 knobs to control

Input, Dyn, Eq, Filters, Aux,

Pan or Routing

Swap the Strip between the

Main and secondary Swap Source

Fader:

twin 4 character designations

- may be linked to the facility

router, Talkback, Solo, Channel

On, Channel Select key for bring-

ing up the source in the center of

the console, 100mm long -throw,

touch sensitive, motorized fader,

twin hi-res LED meters

Includes a full assignable channel strip, 8

knobs for Buss Masters, plus Monitoring

and Comms. The Main Panel menu is used

for setup and recall of Layouts & SnapShots,

Channel Assign, Meters and Strip Setup.

Main Panel Menu System

24 buttons each with 10 character display

Central -
Assign Strip

A,B,C & D SLS -

Monitors

Solo

CR Monitors

Buss Masters

Buss Master Select

Comms Panel

Sub -Panel

Automation &
Transport Controls

for the System

5 -BP ONLY.

This panel is

blank for

System 5-B.

IRMO!  %
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The optional sub -master central assign

module adds a complete set of channel

strip controls including dedicated knobs for

EQ, Filters, Dynamics and Aux Sends plus

48 dedicated Routing Buttons. There is also

a section of 32 buttons and dis-

plays for selecting any source

to the center as well as 8 fad-

ers that are usually assigned to

control group masters. The high -

resolution screen adds a further

8 programmable meter group

displays as well as large EQ and

dynamics graphs.

Metering
Every channel includes high -

resolution multi -format metering

on the TFT screen for display of

sources, channels, auxes and

groups as well as gain reduction.

There is also stereo hi -resolution

LED metering next to each fader.

The central CM402T sub -master

module offers 8 extra program-

mable meter displays and the CM401T master module has multi -format metering of the main

busses and monitors. Meter displays may be customized and saved as setups - for example

the channel strip meters can show both the SWAP and MAIN meters above each other.

eMix External Screen - Showirq Mix Buss Setup
Title

Timecocie Reader -

Buss rumber -

Nanes for -
Mix Sections

Pan Law 3alette -

for setti ig format
of selected busses

Tabs to

Group Busses

eMix Pages

0.4 464L gave mix Tit. 62 1.nut and Counting 00:00:00.00
1lAim Mor 06

Mon
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Max Air Control Surface
New color coded knobs & switches and improved surface color coding for clearer display

Mix, Group & Aux Fast Access Buttons for Input, EQ, Touch Screen T/B Mic X_R Monitor Section N-1 Mix Minus 4 Knobs per
Routing Displays Dynamics, Filters, Aux, Busses and Pan 1280x1024 Comms Panel & SuperChannel Routing Switches Channel
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CM416 16 Fader

Module
CM404 Master

Module

100mm Moving

Faders with LED

Meters

Copy & Past but- 8 Assignable Faders 16 Assignable
tons for channel usually used for Knobs map up to

parameters Groups Touch Screen

Control Surface
Max Air is easy to learn and fast to operate

with controls and displays following tradi-

tional conventions and layout. The innova-

tive central touch screen simplifies many of

the master functions such as patching.

Each channel strip has 4 knobs for control-

ling input, EQ, filters, dynamics, aux sends as

well as routing the source to busses. Custom

knobset configurations can be setup to allow

the operator to put the most often used con-

trols on the surface at the push of a button.

Any source may be brought to the central

SuperChannel for access to all controls.

Two surface modules are available each with

dual power supplies. Connections are CAT5

Ethernet so placement is not restricted by

cabling. No audio flows through the control

surface as the audio electronics are housed

remotely. As with System 5, the loss of a

fader module does not interrupt audio, control

can be switched to other modules.

Keypad for one-shot

selection of
and SnapShots

Twin Source

SWAP function allows

individual or global

Swap to a 2nd layer

Max Air Frame

available in

three sizes

see below

Control Surface Sizes The Touch Screen
Max Air may be supplied with a frame or can be

table/custom mounted.
CM416 CM404

16 channel strips
48.6' (1,234.5mm) wide

111111111011111
M11111.1111111

CM416 & CM404

Modules

width 223"

(566mm)

Inmummunil,011111,1111111

MIME
32 channel strips

72.9 (1,851.7mm) wide

The touch screen gives the operator simple

graphical access to the master functions

and setup pages for each area of the con-

sole. Mix and Group busses can be setup

in any format plus there are pages for re-

verse interrogation. File functions such as

saving the setup for a show, as well as the

PatchNet digital patchbay are also accessed

via the touch screen. When selected to show

SuperChannel the screen shows all param-

eters of the centrally assigned channel as

shown on the next page. Backup SXVGA and

keyboard/mouse facilities are available.

48 channel strips
97.2 (2,468.9mm) wide

modules may be placed in any order
only connections are power & ethernet

front -back depth inc. buffer 35.4"1900mm), no buffer 29.67751mm)



Channel Strip
The Max Air channel strip can be swapped

individually or globally between two sourc-

es - useful for backup source selection. All

controls are clearly labelled and operation

is straightforward and fast.

/II

ea
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Routing Display:
Group, Aux and Mix Sections

SuperChannel
To the right of the touch screen in the cen-

ter of the console is the SuperChannel. Any

source can be quickly assigned to this area

which includes full controls for all param-

eters in the channel.

Monitor Section:

Oscillator

4 Assignable Monitors
Solo

Knobset Function Select:

selects the 4 knobs to control input,

Dyn, Eq, Filters, Aux, Pan or Buss

Routing

- Knobset:

4 knobs with 4 character displays &

switches

- Swap the Strip between the Main

and secondary Swap Source,

Talkback button

Fader twin 8 character designa-

tions (that may be linked to the

facility router), Solo, Channel On,

Channel Select, 100mm touch mo-

torized fader, twin LED meters

Main CR Monitor

SuperChannel:

Dynamics

4 Band EQ Alp 4100

Pan

Filters -

Input

000
:000

0 di *
11),4101 

ki  
Channel Select

Metering

ta0
.4egrilViAtA %

-A6 666l 6

\\\\''
Every channel includes level and

gain reduction metering next

to the fader. The central touch

screen can be programmed to

show any combination of me-

tering at the top including main

program. An optional external

metering package can be fitted

offering 28 meter groups that

can be custom arranged on an

external monitor.

Touch Screen

High Resolution -
Metering -

8 Programmable

Meter Blocks

Main Screen
Area

Dynamics

Cntri Rm Meters

Routing

Process Order

Channel Meter --

Touch Fader and -

Input Settings

16 Soft Knobs -
Screen Display

- Showing Mapped SuperChannel (screen center)
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DF66 DSP SuperCore with MADI I/O & Router
The new lightweight and compact DF66 DSP

SuperCore is the primary signal -processing

engine and router for System 5 and Max Air

digital mixing consoles. It is comprised of a

system board and up to six plug-in SP662

DSP cards. The new SuperCore has more

than enough DSP horsepower, system func-

tionality, and reliability to satisfy today's

demanding broadcast applications.

The DSP SuperCore provides:

 DSP Processing - Massive amount of

scalable DSP available for fully featured

channels and busses with Delay, EQ & Dy-

namics processing. Each SP662 card adds

4.8 GFLOPS of processing power.

 MADI I/O - each SP662 card adds 4

MADI inputs and outputs (224 x 224

paths at 48KHz)

 Broadcast Router controlled by the

console's PatchNet Software

SP662 DSP Card

DSP SuperCore Features
The DSP SuperCore is packed with ad-

vanced features that stand out from the

competition:

 Compact, lightweight, modular and scalable

 Accommodates from 32 to over 1,000

channels of audio with full EQ & dynamics

at 48KHz

 Over 300 signal paths with full EQ & dy-

namics processing per DSP SuperCore

at 48kHz

 Up to 4 SuperCores can be linked togeth-

er - proprietary linking design maintains

full floating-point resolution throughout

the signal path

 Independent EQ and dynamics process-

ing plus up to 2 seconds delay for each

channel

 Buss processing with dynamics, and filters

 4,096 -path FPGA audio router on each

SP662 DSP card

 Up to 24x24 MADI I/O (1344x1344 paths

@ 48kHz) per DSP SuperCore

 Optional 100% failover redundancy

 Hardware compatible with 192/384 kHz

 DSPs support 40 bit, 32 bit IEEE floating

point and 32 bit fixed point formats

 Hybrid FPGA and DSP technology to ac-

commodate 40 bit floating point (extended

precision) operation, for timing precisior,

and wide feature set

 Parallel signal processing utilizing SIMD

(Single Instruction Multiple Data) archi-

tecture

Optional SNMP System Managemert

Controller remotely monitors operatin]

conditions and notifies the user to take ac-

tion to avert system failure

100% Failover Redundancy

Primary DSP SuperCore(s)

Failover Svatch
11111111191117Mulupl MADI

4111111111111111
Digital I/O and Converters

Backup DSP SuperCore(s)

For broadcast installations Euphonix sup-

plies a backup DSP SuperCore in parallel

with the primary unit and is the only total

redundancy system available on the mar-

ket - another Euphonix first. This ensures

complete redundancy of the MADI I/O,

Router and DSP Processing!

All audio signals are distributed to both the

primary and backup DSP cores. If the diag-

nostics system detects a fault the operator

is notified and given the option to failover

the system. In addition, the operator can,

at his discretion, fail over the system at any

time. Linked DSP SuperCores in the primary

and backup systems work as one contiguous

DSP core. Even with multiple linked cores,

the failover function switches all I/O over to

the backup system.

SNMP System Management
The DF66 includes dual redundant power

supplies and can be fitted with optional

SNMP System Management Controller

which remotely monitors a wide variety of

internal system conditions and notifies the

user to take action to avert system failure

via email, pager or the web. Battery backup

ensures operation even when power fails.



Converters &
Euphonix has a wide range of converters

products to cover every installation - from

highly modular racks that can be customized

with individual cards, to larger 24 -channel

converter modules and 56 -channel digital

format converters. Converters and mic pre -

amps may be shared between multiple con-

soles.

New Modular I/O System
The new range of modular converters is

based around a 3RU 19" chassis conform-

ing to the DIN 41494 specification with dual

power supplies. Cards may be fitted in slots

at the front and the rear for high density

configurations. 10 different input/output

cards are available offering many different

combinations including:

 MADI Interface Module (coax or fiber)

 4ch SDI De/Embedder Module

 8ch SDI De/Embedder Module

 8ch HD/SD SDI De/Embedder

 4 Ch AES/EBU Input/Output Module

 8 Ch AES/EBU Input Module

 8 Ch AES/EBU Output Module

 4 Ch Analog Line Input Module

 4 Ch Analog Line Output Module

 4 Ch Microphone Input Module

 Ethernet Remote Control Modu e

 Sync Module

 Power Module

Multi -Channel Converters, Remote Mic Preamplifiers & Fiber MADI Extender
2RU form factor multi -channel converters:

 AM713
26 Analog XLR & 2 AES/EBU to MADI

 MA703
MADI to 26 Analog XLR & 2 AES/EBU

 DM714

24 750 or 110 f2 AES/EBU to MADI

 MD704

MADI to 24 750 or 1100 AES/EBU

1111

 ML530

24 Remote Controlled Mic Preamps

 FC726

56 -channel bi-directional Digital Format

Converter AES/EBU, MADI, SPDIF-2,

ProDigi, TDIF and ADAT Optical

 M30 FiberTran Extender

Extends MADI and Digital Sync or the

Euphonix TCC control for the ML530 mic

preamps or the MC524 monitor controller,

up to 1km over fiber optic cable.

4411414")"'
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PatchNet & Router Integration

PatchNet Routing Software
The router in the DSP SuperCore is

controlled by the PatchNet applica-

tion which is simple to use and a very

powerful digital audio patching system.

PatchNet appears on an external screen

with System 5 and on the central touch

screen with Max Air.

Each of the MADI source and des-

tination audio streams in the DSP

SuperCore can be labelled, for ex-

ample Stage 1 Mics, and each audio

source within a MADI stream may also

be individually labelled, for example

Mic 1. All console inputs and outputs,

for example Channel 1 A Input, also

appear in PatchNet.

System 5 PatchNet Screen - showing console ins and outs
Title

limecode Reader -
Patch Categories -

Console A & B Inputs

Section Selected

Patchpoints for each -
channel's A & B

inputs

Tabs to Chs 49-56 _

Sources and Destina- -

tion Selection Area

eMix Pages -

loss. ssi save s41 l" --I sod Title: Tit e
mff

1

=30 Console I/0 - A and B Inputsnn111.I met... ..
1111111E111al
ICI

b3=nt:tm n,
ESIE7:81

mta

90:00:00:.

Ihooroullenn.10,

I I

Unpattli

I -1
X Directory 8Petohleet4 Busses System F.Iddown Masters Conform Events 5

PatchNet is faster, easier and more flexible than an analog patchbay. Setups can be saved

and recalled for each show, including a basic setup which includes all source and destination

designations, as a starting point for new shows.

Integration with Broadcast Facility Routers
The Euphonix StudioHub, 2RU 12x12 MADI router can be added to the sys-

tem, taking parallel MADI feeds of all console sources and destinations

for distribution throughout the facility. StudioHub has been designed to

communicate with most router control systems that utilize the ES -Switch

protocol including Nvision, Pesa, Pro-bel, Sony, Grass Valley and Utah

Scientific.

In some applications this ELIMI-

NATES the need for two routing

systems and two I/O systems while

satisfying the demands of redun-

dancy for on -air operation. The in-

tegration also simplifies patching,

as the audio operator will no longer

be required to patch console output

busses to the destinations.

Console output busses such as

main program, aux feeds, and IFB's

automatically appear as sources on

the router. Additionally, engineer-

ing then has full control of all au-

dio sources from any router control

panel, which means no more crowd-

ing the audio room during setup and

troubleshooting for shows.

Facility
Sources

Destinations

AESIEBU

Audio

Analog

SD/HD Video

Analog Video

TC

:1111111111111111

21111111110111V

*11111111111111M
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448 OUT

11111

Euphonic StudioHub

448 IN

Configuration
Database

Thomson
Trion,

Thomson Venus GVG 7500

Thomson - GVG Router System with Jupiter Control

SH612 StudioHub Router

Euphonix
Multi -Channel
Converters

Euphonix
TDM Router

768 x 768
mono

224 IN

Euphonic Max Air Control Surface

Euphonix - Max Air Console System



Other Features

Surround Monitoring
Both systems include a professional surrouir

sound monitor matrix, the same surround

facility used to dub Academy Award win-

ning feature films. Source selection is made

from dedicated controls and is very intui

tive to operate as the matrix intelligently

switches feeds in their correct format to

the appropriate speakers. All formats up

to 7.1 are supported. Matrix includes

Main CR, Alt 1 & 2, 4 SLS speaker feeds,

32 External Monitor Playback Inputs, Buss

outputs and returns, and Aux sends.

Multi -Format
Control - Spill

Each strip on the System 5 and Max Air can

control a single source or a multi -format source

or group such as a 5.1 network feed. This feed

may be controlled on a single fader with linked EQ

and dynamics processing to all the 6 elements. A

Euphonix invention, the elements may be SPILLED

out onto the surface at the push of a button, which

allows the individual elements to be controlled

separately as needed.

Events System and GPI
Both Max Air and System 5 feature an Event sys-

tem as standard. The event system allows the con-

trol surface to interface with other equipment in

the studio and for audio -follow video. Events can

be surface parameters (i.e., channel on, fader posi-

tion, etc.) or external inputs/outputs via the GP132

(General Purpose Interface). Multiple events may

be combined for custom combinations.

N-1 Mix -Minus Bus
Both System 5 and Max Air (shown below) include

a dedicated N-1 mix -minus bus. The Buss button

for each strip includes that channel onto the mix -

minus bus. A Mix -Minus button phase inverts the

signal on the strip, adds it to the mix -minus bus,

and routes the resultant N-1 feed to the channel's

N-1 dedicated output.

Exterr als Mix Stems Aux Sends

Monitor Selector

Layouts
The position of sources or the console

surface can be saved and recalled as

Layouts. The operator can bring critical

sou-ces within easy read- and change

Layouts at the push of a bu:ton between

show segments making it easy to man-

age hundreds of sources on a smaller

surface. Layouts take the stress out of

mix ng complex shows.

CR

Monitors
8 Out (max 7.1)

Alt 2
Stereo

Mon A
8 Out (max 7.1)

Mon B
Stereo

Mon C
Stereo

Mon D
Stereo

SnapShots
Console parameters such as a channel's

complete settings or an element like

an EQ's parameters may be saved to a

SnaoShot. This is very useful for saving

different versions of an EQ, for example.

SnapShots and Layouts may be named,

saved and modified. The operator can

alsc select what is to be included in a

Layout or SnapShot.
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ON -AIR with Euphonix

On Air
There are over 200 installations of Euphonix broadcast consoles throughout the

world in many different broadcast applications. Both System 5 and Max Air are

each suitable for any type of broadcast audio mixing, especially for HD where

sound quality and surround are key factors in the choice of console.

Sports & OBs
For more complex sports applications System 5 is perfect due to its ultimate flex-

ibility and visual feedback. MEDIAPRO's System 5 was used for mixing World Cup

soccer audio. For OBs where physical space is a factor, but flexibility and sound

cannot be sacrificed, such as TVM in Ireland, Max Air is the obvious choice.

News
News networks, such as CNN, and many local stations such as WMHT, choose

Max Air. KNBC news in Los Angeles use a System 5 as a result of its compat-

ibility with System 5 consoles on the Tonight Show with Jay Leno stage.

Production
System 5 is normally the choice for production, especially when shows include

music recording such as KLRU's Austin City Limits show.

Live Venue & Audio Post
The System 5 -BP is perfect for this application and has found favor with many

top venues such as Sydney Opera House, Grand Ole Opry and Lakewood Church

where there is a need to broadcast live and re -purpose shows for re -broadcast.

System 5 -BP Model
On -Air & Audio Post Applications

The System 5 -BP has the same features as the System 5-B but with the addi-

tion of dynamic mix automation - the same automation of faders, knobs and

SnapShots that is available on the Euphonix System 5 range of audio post and

music mixing consoles. The System 5 -BP includes the transport and automation

panels at the bottom of the central CM401 Master Module.

Sales & Support
During the sales process our knowledgeable and experienced sales and product

specialist staff can work with your installation team to exactly match a system

to your requirements. Euphonix prides itself on excellent after sales support

that is second -to -none. We will do whatever it takes to get you on -air and keep

you on -air.

System 5 & Max Air DVDs
DVDs are available for both systems which include harrls-on

training in easy to access chapters plus a guided tour of the

system. These video clips are also available online for fast

access to operational training questions as they arise.

www.euphonix.com 4%oplialr

Sports OB - MEDIAPRO
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©2006 Euphonix, Inc. All rights reserved  220 Portage Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306 USA  Ph: (650) 855-0400  Fax: (650) 855-0410

Max Air, System 5-B, System 5 -BP, System 5, StudioHub, PatchNet, Spill, SnapShot Recall & DSP SuperCore are trademarks of Euphonix Ir
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Across the span of the entertainment technology field, we often find a high degree of cross -brand interest

among both readers and advertisers. An audio professional who devours Mix on a monthly basis might have

great interest in high -end sound for motion picture and television production, and apply for a subscription

to millimeter. A Broadcast Engineering reader with interest in high definition production may find the

information she needs in Digital Content Producer's HD Focus e -newsletter. A mixing board manufacturer

advertising in Live Design may find an new and lucrative market in Sound & Video Contractor.

Prism Business Media brands serve more than 350,000 professionals across entertainment technology,

offering the industry's leading publications, Web sites, e -newsletters, conferences and events and more

- all crafted by our award -winning editorial teams to provide the information and insights you need to do

your job better-or to connect with potential buyers. And if you've discovered one of our brands, chances

are that there are others that can also impact your world.

For subscription information, or for information on how you can reach this empowered audience, visit our

web site at PrismEntTech.com
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BY CORKY SEEBER

In his April 2006 "Computers & Networks" column,
Brad Gilmer teased Broadcast Engineering readers
about the future of 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GigE) and
its potential impact on the broadcast industry. The fu-
ture is a lot closer than many in the industry think.

The 10GigE standard was adopted some four years
ago. While it initially saw little application, the in-
creasing demand for faster connections is moving it

to the forefront.
For several years, there has been a discussion within

the networking industry that 10GigE was going to
sweep in and replace the current Gigabit Ethernet (GigE)
infrastructure because of the need for ever increasing
bandwidth.

While 10GigE offers huge performance improve-
ments, this transition simply hasn't yet happened. The
reason: As a backbone upgrade in the enterprise space,
it is still too expensive compared to using GigE connec-
tivity in the broadcast industry, where the pressure to
support HD is being relaxed. Therefore, the resulting
need to edit in true uncompressed HD format was not
as time critical as initially expected in many facilities.

10GigE becomes practical
With the constant technological changes,

difficult to know exactly
when something moves
from being impractical to
reasonable. An even worse
situation may occur when a
technology quickly becomes
required and overdue, and a
facility hasn't planned for
its implementation.

With greater adoption
of 10GigE occurring in
other market segments, the
price of 10GigE is trending
lower. (See Figure 1.) With
last year's introduction of
the new CX4 copper inter-
face for 10GigE, the cost of

it is often

10GigE will continue to decrease even faster.
Other factors also will contribute to the increasing

market penetration of 10GigE, including new computers
converting to higher performance PCI Express peripheral
busses, which provide a full bandwidth solution for the
10GigE format. Also, there is growing interest in using

With greater adoption of
10GigE occurring in other

market segments, the price
of 10GigE is trending lower.

10GigE protocol in smaller LANs in combination with
iSCSI, which will allow network attached storage (NAS)
solutions to provide all editors quicker access to large
video files than is presently available with Fibre Chan-
nel -based storage solutions.

With all of these different technologies leveraging the
benefits of 10GigE, the price/performance crossover point
will continue to be driven lower through 2009. These fac-
tors will make it easier for video equipment manufactur-
ers to build HD products with both speed and large storage
capabilities.
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Figure 1. 10GigE will move from early adopter to mainstream by 2006. Figure courtesy IDC.
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Ethernet vs. Ethernot
The power of 10GigE will begin to

change the way we will want to move
our data. The Ethernet network pro-
tocol has withstood the challenges of

Storage networks will be all -Ethernet

About two-thirds will be Ethernet

Half will be Ethernet

Less than half will be Ethernet

Very small percentage will be Ethernet

None will be Ethernet

Don't know

fabric in the industry. (See Figure 2.)
Other fabric options that provide like
performance levels are proprietary
and are lower volume, which lead to
higher per connection (or port) costs.

I

Figure 2. Ethernet will continue to gain market share in storage implementation.
Figure courtesy Byte & Switch Poll.

FDDI, ATM and every other network -
based protocol.

In the networking industry, there
is the saying "It's Ethernet or Ether -
not, and Ethernet always wins." Eth-
ernet is the most commonly installed

Proprietary fabrics require special-
ized skill sets to install, operate and
maintain, generating a higher cost of
ownership.

Complete interoperability with all
Ethernet vendors' solutions is an ac-

cepted fact, providing the customer
with more flexibility in selecting and
maintaining their data storage solu-
tions. Ethernet network switches are
much less expensive than their propri-
etary fabric counterparts. Being able
to transfer files 20 times faster with
10GigE will also eliminate the need for
sneakernet via FireWire for moving
your data between various locations
in-house, providing improved security
of your data.

High-performance results
10GigE is a flexible fabric, capable

of supporting multiple market seg-
ments with different configuration
types. Because of its high perfor-
mance and comparatively low cost,
10GigE is being used as high perfor-
mance computing cluster (HPCC)
fabric. Clusters are many systems
rack -mounted to provide a compact
physical footprint and allow many
processors to work on the same prob-
lem concurrently.

Typically driven by price -perfor-
mance metrics, which are critical in

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
2004-2009
CAGR (%)

10GigE

Revenue
ISM)

302 835 1536 1857 2300 3959 67.3

Ports (000) 41 212 628 1133 2002 5352 164.5

ASP (S) 7307 3945 2447 1640 1149 740 -36.7

1000MB

Revenue

ISM)
7691 9569 11,611 13,095 13,857 12,837 10.8

Ports (000) 31,109 59,436 106,458 157,021 208,360 265,822 53.6

ASP (S) 247 161 109 83 67 48 -27.9

100MB

Revenue

ISM)
6025 4728 3598 2712 1851 1100 -28.8

Ports (000) 175,551 175,372 165,536 147,457 122,753 83,260 -13.9

ASP IS) 34 27 22 18 15 13 -17.4

Figure 3. 10GigE price reductions begin to level out in 2006. Figure courtesy IDC.
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this application, 10GigE continues to
enjoy market share improvement by
driving for lower latency designs.
10GigE is also a viable fabric in
server -to -server and server -to -stor-
age network configurations. With
10GigE's inherit performance advan-
tage over 1Gb, 2Gb or 4Gb storage
solutions, 10GigE is capable of pro-

viding faster storage access. 10GigE
fabric can improve server infrastruc-
ture costs by reducing the number of
servers required to host the storage
in typical SAN solutions compared
to NAS configurations. 10GigE rep-
resents the next logical evolution for
LANs as the need for ever increasing
bandwidth from users will require

Your HD infrastructure is in reach

 with Vistek from Pro -Bel
If you're worried about how to implement HD in
your facility - STOP! The Vistek range from Pro -Bel
has everything you need.

The most advanced up, down and standards
converters in the industry, synchronizers, DA's,
audio processors, multiplexers and lots more
besides, if you need HD (or SD) we've got it
covered. So relax, reach for your mouse, click

on pro-bel.com and contact your regional
Pro -Bel representative.

HD is at your fingertips.

t-,UTL,t ,1131,sA

Master Control
 Modular Int rastructty,

Routing
Control & Monitoring

www.pro-bel.com
Engineering The Broadcast

the bandwidth improvements that
10GigE can provide over current GbE
networks. (See Figure 3 on page 72.)

Plug -and -play operability
Installing a 10GigE fabric is not

significantly different from the fabrics
that are typically installed today. The
first decision to be made is to deter-
mine the 10GigE fabric type - fiber
or copper - that can properly sup-
port the site's requirements. There are
tradeoffs to be made in fabric medi-

The biggest
advantage to

the 10GigE fabric
is its plug -and -

play nature.

um selection. While fiber will support
distances of up to 300m between the
switch and the computer systems, it
carries a cost premium of 30 percent
to 40 percent, depending upon the
10GigE vendor.

For smaller distance requirements,
the 10GigE CX4 copper medium sup-
ports up to 15m between the switch
and the system.

The next step is selecting the right
10GigE switch. Some switches will
allow concurrent support of both
10GigE and GigE, which offers the
flexibility of upgrading the network
in sections. This would allow the ini-
tial implementation costs to be stag-
gered over a longer time.

The routing of the 10GigE fiber
cables is comparable to the routing
of current Fibre Channel storage net-
works. The 10GigE CX4 cable is a little
larger diameter than standard GigE
cables. It is similar in routing to In-
finiBand cabling, which for 15m runs
requires that some thought be given
to routing paths to ensure that bend
radius requirements are adhered to.

The biggest advantage to the 10GigE
fabric is its plug -and -play nature.
Most computer operating systems
have the necessary code embedded
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to support the fabric. Additionally,
most 10GigE vendors have enhanced
software available to allow the cus-
tomer to realize the maximum per-
formance possible from their prod-
ucts. 10GigE can be a subset of an
overall GigE network. This allows a
more staged migration for situations
where 10GigE performance is needed
in only a subsection of the network
between the power users while leav-
ing the rest of the current infrastruc-
ture intact.

Improve workflow
Once a 10GigE fabric is up and run-

ning, there are additional steps that
can improve a network's workflow. If
the number of clients to the server ex-
ceeds two, consider configuring link
aggregation into the server.

Link aggregation allows the server
to support multiple Ethernet con-
nections concurrently. For example,

when moving large files that take sev-
eral minutes to transfer, link aggrega-
tion allows the server to support more
network requests while previously re-
quested data is still in flight.

Another often -overlooked per-
formance enhancement is jumbo
frames. Jumbo frames allow higher
bandwidths and reduce the required
CPU use on the receiver side of the
network. To be able to enable jumbo
frames, both the sender and the re-
ceiver must support jumbo frames.
The increased data payload from
jumbo frames allows faster file trans-
fers, reduces the traffic congestion on
the network and improves the overall
responsiveness of the network to the
clients.

More to come
With the increasing interest in

10GigE network products, vendors
are now working on new features to

provide more performance and lower
costs. One such feature, Remote Dy-
namic Memory Access (RDMA), will
allow 10GigE fabrics to achieve even
better latency performance, making
it an even stronger challenger to the
proprietary fabrics such as Myrinet
and InfiniBand. This improved real-
time performance will have ben-
efits in the video edit space, where
dropped frames are not tolerated.
Improvements in the Internet small
computer interface protocol will also
drive innovation into the 10GigE fab-
ric development.

As competition forces all indus-
tries to provide faster, more accu-
rate products to be successful in the
marketplace, the requirement for
the power that 10GigE provides will
meet that demand. BE

Corky Seeber is president of Small Tree
Communications.
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Plan with a
STEADYhand

Even a small change to one piece of equipment could
set up a chain reaction down the system line.

BY MICHAEL WRIGHT AND BRIAN REDMOND

oadcastengineering.com I October 2006



Transition.
To a broadcaster that word can mean anything - activating
a new cell phone, moving from one building to another or a
major system upgrade.

Perhaps you don't worry about transitions. Maybe de-
spite never making detailed plans for changes to your op-
eration, you have been lucky enough to avoid disaster. Even
so, chances are that sooner or later, you'll encounter a system
change with the potential to create substantial problems.

This article explores some of the situations broadcast-
ers could encounter, particularly in dealing with today's
server -based, IT -centric systems. A seemingly simple soft-
ware upgrade or transition can turn into a major under-
taking fraught with potential disasters. More importantly,
you'll get some practical advice on how to pave the way to a
smooth upgrade from two people who've been there.

No problem?
"No problem," says the equipment

manufacturer. "Everything will go just fine. The
software has been fully tested and is working perfectly

in other locations."
Even for supposedly simple transitions, whenever you

hear, "No problem," "it's just a simple upgrade," "It won't
take long at all," or "Don't worry," beware. It's time to take
a good look at what you're about to undertake and plan
the change carefully. Don't think that such problems only
happen to other people.

Even for supposedly simple
transitions, whenever you hear,

"No problem," ... take a good look
at what you're about to undertake.

Mitigate risks
Let's take a look at some of the risks in a system upgrade

and what to do to mitigate as many of them as possible by
following a careful transition process. Take a look at the
example system in Figure 1 on page 80. The system uses
two network switches, one for the broadcast high-res sys-
tem and the other for the newsroom systems. It is a good
practice to keep the broadcast system separate from the
office systems.

For now, let's assume that this system has been opera-
tional for eight months. During that time, there have been
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Figure 1.This diagram of a sample system includes ingest and decoder ports, class editors, newsroom
browser and edit stations (both typically using low-res proxies), newsroom automation system,
metadata database server, proxy server, storage, and a SAN. All elements in a system must be
considered before any upgrade or change is made.

several known bugs and issues, some
of which are fairly critical and others
of a lower priority. Finally, a new soft-
ware release that claims to fix many of
the bugs and, specifically, some of the
critical issues the operations people
have been putting up with and work-
ing around. It's time to plan a clean,
trouble -free transition.

Read the instructions!
First read the release notes carefully.

Compare the issues the new software
fixes with the system's critical issues to
ascertain which of these the new release
addresses. Next, determine which of the
other, less critical issues in your system
the new release is supposed to fix. Then,
ask these key questions:

Does the new software add or
change any of the system's features or
functionality?

If there is a change, will it affect the
workflow?

If your answer to either of these is
"yes," you will need to communicate
with the experts whose areas these
changes impact. For instance:

If there's a potential impact on the
system's high-res editors, you will
want to discuss the change with the
lead editor for this area.

If a change affects the metadata
server and it affects archiving or the

assume that there are no
feature changes and no
changes to the overall sys-
tem workflow. This new re-
lease simply fixes bugs.

Devilish details
That makes everything

pretty easy, doesn't it? May-
be. But take a closer look,
and you may find addition-
al hurdles.

Because the edit interface
is affected in our example,
it requires an upgrade of
the main file system con-
trollers in the SAN servers
before you can upgrade the
high-res editors. In addi-
tion, upgrades to the ingest
and playback servers and
the database server cannot
be undertaken until the
SAN server has been up-
graded. Furthermore, an-
other change - this one to
the database server software

- must be completed before the sys-
tem can handle I/Os and high- and
low-res editors.

Still another issue to address: This
upgrade affects both software and
hardware. For example, you'll need to

What first appeared to be a simple upgrade
... has turned out to be more complicated. It
will be time -intensive and must be carried
out in a very precise order, or it won't fix

the problems it is meant to address.

process by which you have been purg-
ing or searching for files, you'll want
to talk with the operations lead for
that function.

If the new software affects the data-
base, you'll need a thorough analysis.
A change that affects the database can
also affect search procedures. That, in
turn, can have an effect on any device
that has access to the media and on
how each device interfaces with the
search function and uses data.

To keep our example simple, let's

Are..90,

increase the RAM in the SAN servers
to support the software upgrade.

What at first appeared to be a sim-
ple upgrade, and one that may well
be quite logical and fairly simple to
actually implement, has turned out
to be more complicated. It will be
time -intensive and must be carried
out in a precise order, or it won't fix
the problems it is meant to address. In
fact, doing things in the wrong order
could introduce more issues.

Now that we've peeled back the
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layers, it's clear that this simple up-
grade touches critical components
across the core of your system. If any
part of the upgrade runs into a prob-
lem, it's possible that the database or
even the entire online content could
be corrupted. No wonder the chief
engineer and operations managers
are losing sleep!

First things first
Minimizing risk is no simple task,

but it is far easier than recovering
from a disaster such as total wipe out
of database or online content. The
first step is to make a prioritized list
of all the processes affected by the up-
grade. That makes it easier to ensure
that processes that have to be changed
before others will be scheduled at the
right point in the upgrade.

Second, further break down the
list by detailing the step-by-step task
for each of the processes. Make sure

When planning for a change to a system, start by making a prioritized list of the
equipment that could be affected. And then go deeper, listing every step that must
be taken with each piece of equipment and the order in which it must happen.

10 afitatioomuligilL,
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Sound gives pictures an emotional dimension that movement alone can't
convey. The increasing use of surround sound adds even greater impact
to the viewing experience. But it calls for much greater console capacity.

At Calrec we've been meeting the changing needs of broadcasters
for over thirty years. And as you'd expect from a company dedicated
exclusively to live production and on -air broadcast audio mixing, we've
developed an innovative surround sound solution that's as economical
as it is practical.

New Bluefin technology provides twice the signal processing
capacity in a fraction of the space of conventional systems and with
100% redundancy.

CALREC

Sounds exciting? Find out more at Arec.com Putting Sound in the Picture
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that each task within each process is
scheduled where it needs to be in the
upgrade schedule.

Let's assume that every product cat-
egory within the broadcast network
requires an upgrade. Therefore, every
device in the system needs to be placed
on the task list. It's important to keep
in mind that even though the upgrade

process is the same for like devices,
each unit needs to be in the task list to
ensure proper time allocation.

Even in a relatively simple upgrade,
there is a lot to do, and performing
the upgrade will mean taking the en-
tire system offline for some period of
time. Typically, this requires working
through the night when the system

Smart Thinking.

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting and good business go
hand in hand. Using our automation software, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, productivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news operations. By integrating digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capability to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unprecedented speed. That's what we mean when we say we'll improve
your on -air product - and your bottom line.

How's that for smart thinking?

And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - exceptional service, open technology, reliable
products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even more resources to serve your business.

Smart. Real smart.

www.sundancedigital.com
972.444.8442

SUNDAD,Ng
BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

A part of Avid.

workload is light. And, of course, the
system absolutely has to be back up
and running reliably by the predeter-
mined deadline.

Ready to go? Not quite!
Now that there is a prioritized task

list of every step, it is time to take an-
other look for potential risks through-
out the upgrade process. Can the list
be further broken down into essential
tasks? If so, continue to revise the task
list until every step is clearly defined
and in the right order.

Evaluate the
entire process and
identify the point

of no return.

Now, it's time to go back through
the list, identify the key critical points
and add tasks for test and verification
along the way. It's also important to
add contingencies to handle potential
issues that may be revealed through
testing and verification. Also, evalu-
ate the entire process and identify
the point of no return - the point
at which you must decide whether to
halt or continue with the upgrade.

The plan also needs to include time
to back up essential data such as the
metadata database. If there's even a
possibility that other data, such as
online storage, might be corrupted
during the process, build time into
the process for backup of that data,
too. Backup needs to be scheduled
and completed immediately prior to
taking the system offline. It is far bet-
ter - and less disruptive - to back
up data than to deal with the loss of
key data after a system fails.

As part of contingency planning, al-
low time for a worst -case scenario that
would require porting the backup data
back onto the system. Above all, build
in test cycles at all appropriate points
in the process so that you do not pro-
ceed to the next interdependent step
or task until you are sure that the new
component is doing its job properly.
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It won't be known for sure if the
entire system will work properly until
the completion of all the interdepen-
dent upgrades. However, testing and
verifying along the way, offers more
assurance that the upgrade should
come together and only require clean-
up tweaking to operate correctly.

Because there are multiple system
components, such as editors, ingest
ports and decoders, save time by up-
grading and testing several of these

for the SAN server, the server will not
boot? What if the added RAM does
not pair well with the RAM already
in the server? The first thought is to
scramble for additional RAM, but the
clock is ticking away. Is there time?

If, while trying to troubleshoot this
issue, the predetermined point of no
return arrives, it's time to revert to the
original configuration and schedule a
new time for the upgrade - with the
needed RAM ready and at hand. Do not

Testing and verifying along the way
offers more assurance that the upgrade
should come together and only require
clean-up tweaking to operate correctly.

before bringing up the core of the
system. If you don't find any issues af-
ter testing a few of each of the periph-
eral devices, proceed with upgrading
the remaining components and move
forward with core system testing.

The point of no return
Earlier, we established a point of no

return. This is a very important mile-
stone in the upgrade process, particu-
larly if trouble happens along the way.
For example, what happens if, after
adding the required RAM upgrade

make the mistake of going forward. To
do so could spell disaster for your sys-
tem - missed deadlines or, even worse,
a crippled, inoperable system.

The shakedown
While the balance of the peripheral

equipment is being upgraded, it's time
to start a series of end -to -end tests
and the shakedown of the core system
components. Once every component
upgrade has been tested individu-
ally, it is a good practice to perform a
complete system worst -case load test

to ensure that the upgrade process
hasn't introduced restrictions in your
system's capacity.

If the system performs as it should,
the next step is to hand the system to
operations to test again. If no major is-
sues are revealed at this point, the sys-
tem can be handed back over and put
back online.

One last point
During the test cycles, confirm

that the issues listed as fixed in the
new release really have been fixed. If
not, record discrepancies and report
them so they can be addressed in a
future release. Often, as an issue is
resolved in a new release, it reveals
other issues - hopefully issues that
are less critical than the ones the re-
lease corrected.

It bears repeating that careful plan-
ning for each step in the upgrade tran-
sition is really the only way to proceed
to protect the systems and to make the
transition as trouble -free as possible.
So, be careful, plan wisely, and miti-
gate risk by seeking help from experts
who have been through the process
before. BE

Michael Wright is president of IT
Broadcast Solutions Group, and Brian
Redmond is vice president of Broadcast
Consulting Services.

7

Introducing Xe from VCI Automation

VCI's recent acquisition of DTG has given birth to a new product
division-VCI Automation. The unique, ground -breaking designs offered
through this merger provide modem television broadcasters with an
innovative automation platform called Xe. VCI Automation, with its
expanded product portfolio, global presence and commitment to
reliability, gives your operation a solid, forward -thinking architecture to
build your future.

Xe is an enterprise -wide content -based architecture designed to grow
with your operation. Its flexible yet reliable framework streamlines
operations, resulting in improved resource management and ROI.

Request a demo of the revolutionary Xe platform and find out how your
content lifecycle can be managed with unrivaled ease.

Tools for Today. Innovation for Tomorrow.

Learn more, visit www.vcisolutions.com xe
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The UTAH -400 High-Densitji,
.thealready world's most i

now offers even more:

Automatic crosspoint redun ancy in all matrix
The UTAH -400 allows you to protect your critical signal paths
against interruption with AUTOMATIC internal redundancy.

Three Frame Sizes -- 64x64, 144x144, and 288x288
You can use the UTAH -400 for any digital router application
from the smallest utility routir to the largest central matrix.

In any size, all UTAH -400 systems offer the same set of
world -class features -- and the industry's lowest prices:

Full time Input / Output Signal Monitoring

Reduced Power Consumption and Rack Space Requirements

SD/HD Compatibility

Fiber Optic I/O Option

New Directicns in Digital Switching

4750 Wiley Post Way, Suite 150, Salt Lake City, UT 84116 USA
Ph: 801.575.8801  Fax: 801.537.3099  Email: sales@utahscientific.com



CAMERA
Essential tools for broadcast shooters

BY BARRY BRAVERMAN n arcane camera reference chart,
with its cryptic patterns and shapes

interspersed with swatches of col-
or, can be useful for some profes-
sional shooters. But for others,
especially in the ENG realm,

such an inscrutable tool is an
alien concept that smacks of

overkill.
Yet, for more and more

shooters - particularly
those toiling in the
highly compromised
realm of small -for-
mat HD - the all -

to -often neglected
reference chart is

the key to establishing and maintain-
ing consistent color, gamma and lens
performance. For broadcast shooters,
the simple camera chart has become a
vital, indispensable tool that provides
the foundation upon which we can
apply every aspect of our craft.

Setting up shop
Proper camera setup has always

been important in the broadcast in-
dustry. Years ago, I recall using a wave-
form and reference chart to verify the
proper registration of my three -tube
plumbicon Ikegami 79D. Decades
later, the advent of 3-CCD cameras,
with their multitude of presets and
features, such as auto knee and news
gamma, greatly simplified or even
eliminated the imperative of a time-
consuming and laborious setup.

However, substantial user input
and tweaking is still required for cre-
ative and technical considerations, es-
pecially in the context of multicamera
and dramatic high -end assignments.
With respect to the considerable au-
tomation built into most modern
cameras, there is only so much the
engineers in Osaka, Seoul or Guang-
zhou can or should decide for us.

Proper camera setup using basic
camera reference charts may be more
critical than ever because the 1/3in
3-CCD HD cameras can often display
less than impressive images, especially
under low -light conditions. Macro -

blocking, accompanied by abundant
noise apparent in all three color

Photo: If you're shooting with professional gear, you
should set it up properly using one or more camera ref-
erence charts.
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Figure 1. Every lens, no matter its cost, has one or more sweet spots. Professional shooters
need to identify and exploit these points to their advantage. This multiburst chart can help
ascertain the relative sharpness of a lens at various focal lengths.

channels, is not uncommon.
These maladies are attributable in

large part to the cameras' tiny 5mm
imagers. Just as fine grain film in-
creases resolution at the cost of low -
light sensitivity, the miniscule pixels
packed into small -format HD cam-
eras significantly reduce low -light
sensitivity.

Conversely, highlight latitude is

also similarly constrained with de-
creased pixel size, which only under-
lies the most significant challenge fac-
ing HD shooters today: how
to handle the performance
compromises inherent to
HD image acquisition in
broadcast environments.

The peril of shooting
HD is only exacerbated by
HDV's extraordinarily high
compression, which pro-
duces obvious hue shifts
that can wreak havoc on
flesh tones in the shadow
areas. Add to that the Achil-
les Heel of modestly priced
camcorders: their mediocre
lenses. These lenses, inter-
changeable or not, produce
abundant flare and chro-
matic aberration.

Now, professional shoot-
ers widely use HD, so they

must commit more than ever
to understanding the limita-
tions of the format and the
principal image acquisition
tools, and then devise effec-
tive ways to address them.
The proper use of camera
reference charts can be key
to establishing optimal ap-
erture, focus and baseline.

Aperture
You don't need to be

the world's most ardent engineer to
properly exploit the essential camera
reference charts. The multiburst chart
helps establish the optimum aperture
setting for a lens by referencing differ-
ences in the upper and lower gratings
in the chart grid. (See Figure 1.) Al-
tering the f-stop, while adjusting the
ambient light to maintain 100 IRE on
the waveform, will give you a good
idea of lens performance at a given
focal length, especially to the corners
of the frame, where mediocre HD (or
SD lenses used in HD applications)
tend to fall short.

Backfocus
Accurate adjustment of backfocus

is critical for HD shooters because the
additional resolution offered by the
larger raster demands precise, defined

.seifeem0.4Ent 1.4sdlomilrylleareerms OM* CC ammo.=
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Figure 2. Savvy shooters have used the traditional
star chart for years to set up accurate backfocus.
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Figure 3.The FiddleHeads chart can greatly facilitate setting of backfocus.The high -contrast,
dual spiral patterns will appear to snap into sharp focus.
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Portable precision.

Outstanding TV measurement performance is
finally available in a compact, portable package.

The unique new R&S"'FSH3-TV gives you everything

you need for broadcast and cable TV system field

service measurements:

 Spectrum analysis to 3 GHz

 Digital TV measurement demodulator

 Software, pre -amplifier, and tracking generator

 Battery -powered field portability at just 6 pounds

The R&S®FSH3-TV supports analog and digital broadcast

and digital cable standards used throughout the world.

You get portable precision, at a very reasonable price.

Find out more at test-rsa.com/FSH3TV/BE, and while

you're there, get your free TV Test & Measurement catalog.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
rohde-schwarz.com/USA  1-888-837-8772
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CamAh  n - ChromaDuMonde-

Figure 4.The ChromaDuMonde chart helps establish a normal baseline, which can then be
modified to create a desired look. Shooting a few seconds of this chart at the head of every
new camera setup greatly expedites the grading and correction process later.

focus. Errors here become especially
apparent to viewers with large -screen
televisions and displays. Because of

the high magnification, even the most
unsophisticated viewer can easily dis-
cern focus, or lack thereof.

HD shooters must therefore remain
vigilant for undesired softness. Many
professional shooters' hard-won rep-
utations have been sullied by a lens
with an improperly set backfocus.
(Note: The backfocus in cameras that
feature a noninterchangeable lens
is properly shaded at the factory to
electronically maintain focus with-
out breathing throughout the zoom
range. This is a major advantage of
the one-piece integrated lens camera
design. A lens will perform better if its
inherent limitations are mapped and
compensated for as part of the inher-
ent camera design.)

To set accurate backfocus and en-
sure sharpness throughout the zoom
range, I typically place the camera
8ft to 10ft from the chart and set the
lens in full wide position. Setting the
lens at maximum aperture is critical
and may require adjusting the camera
shutter or applying various levels of

ElAtid TY S

HFO Cable Checker

Compact and easy to use

Measures optic loss

Verifies electrical continuity

Features Canare HF connectors

Large backlit LCD display

rtit!r
DIGITAL

Innovative  Respected  Reliable
 Mid -size Video Jacks

 Optical Multiplexing Systems

 Easy -clean HFO Connectors

 Top Quality 750 BNC Jacks

Visit us on the web: www.canare.com

California: 531 5th Street, Unit A San Fernando, CA 91340
Tel: 818.365.2446  Fax: 818.365.0479

New York: 60 E. 42nd Street, Suite 2306 NY, NY 10165
Tel: 212.682.9661  Fax: 212.682.9480
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MCL's outdoor HPAs, offered in C-,
X-, Ku- and DBS-Band, are now available

with Integrated MITEQ L -Band Input Block
Upconverter Modules, with optional 10 MHz

internal or external frequency reference.

MITEQ offers a full line of separate BUC modules for
C-, X-, Ku-, DBS-, Ka- and Multi -Band applications,
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Figure 5. Professional cameras typically include a menu setup page such as this one to
help establish a normal look.

neutral density filtration to achieve it.
Viewfinder peaking should also be in-
creased to about 80 percent to clearly
see focus snap in and out.

In the past, I've used a simple star
chart to perform this operation, and
this pattern continues to serve me
well. (See Figure 2 on page 90.) The

new FiddleHeads dual spiral design
from DSC Labs represents a signifi-
cant step forward. (See Figure 3 on
page 90.) The patterns, when viewed
in tandem, more clearly snap into fo-
cus. This attribute facilitates accurate
assessment of any breathing apparent
in the zoom lens.

Cameras with an integrated lens
system do not usually exhibit obvi-
ous breathing defects because the
inherent soft spots in the lens are
electronically mapped and corrected
(i.e., shaded) at the factory. HD and
HDV camcorder models with inter-
changeable lenses require scrupu-
lous attention to backfocus, which
should be checked daily during a
production.

Look for a backfocus chart with
a high dynamic range. The brilliant
white and unusually dense black tar-
gets will greatly facilitate the setting

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.)

k is Running Out!
Make Your Move to DTV With
An ERI Broadcast System

Call 877 ERI-LINE  Visit www.eriinc.com
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The bricks and mortar
of your broadcast facility

 HD Up/Down Converters
 Aspect Ratio Converters
 Embedders
 Frame Syncs

and more...

Whether it's a hybrid facility with both HD and SD, or pure HD, here

is all the rock solid Signal Processing and Infrastructure gear you'll

ever need. For flexibility, ease of use, and quality at :he price you

need, check out Avenue.

AVENUE ENSEMBLEDESI ;NS
Tel +1 530.478.1830  wwwensembledesigns com

PO Box 993 Grass Valle? CA 95945 USA

Signal Processing and Infrastructure - That's All We Do
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and evaluation of proper focus under
a wide range of conditions.

Baseline
The ChromaDuMonde (CDM)

chart can help the shooter establish
a normal baseline for a particular
camera and lens combination. (See
Figure 4 on page 92.) This baseline is
akin to the look of a particular film
emulsion type and can be modified
or tweaked without limitation to ac-
commodate the demands of a par-
ticular scene or scenes.

Camera manufacturers often deliver

Figure 6. Normal setup using a

ChromaDuMonde chart places the
primary colors in their respective boxes
on the vectorscope. Some increase
in camera gain may be necessary to
achieve this pattern because of reduced
color saturation reflected off the chart's
surface.The pattem shown is typical of a
camera after correction is applied.

rig
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articulating
lcd mounts

structural aluminum
framework

base modules for
rack equipment
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free-standing systems for creating flat panel monitor walls
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NEWS BREAKS. NOW YOUR WORKFLOW WON'T.

A scalable file -based workflow solution with
up to 4.8 TB of removable networked storage.

File -based workflow is headline news in the broadcast

and professional video industries. The Quantum SDLT

600A standalone drive (300 GB native) and the SuperLoader 3A autoloader (with 16 -cartridge

capacity) allow you to confidently move from video tape -based storage to a file -based

storage medium - from ingest to archive. With MXF-aware performance to access valuable

metadata, built-in Gigabit Ethernet and faster -than -real-time transfer rates of up to

288 Mb/sec, the Quantum family of SDLT solutions will anchor your news operation.

Get your free Guide to File -Based Workflow at www.guanturri.com/tape4tapelessworld

Quantum

BACKUP. RECOVERY. ARCHIVE. IT'S WHAT WE DV
,S,2006 Quantum is a trademark of Quantum Corporation in the United States and other co..ntries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.
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their cameras with default settings
to suit what they perceive to be their
primary user base. For example, some
cameras ship with color matrixing
and gamma parameters optimized for
ENG applications. Shooters of other

HD broadcast shooters must be
cognizant of the limitations of
their image acquisition tools.

genres will likely find the images to
be unusually brash and unforgiving
until a proper baseline is established
and new scene file created to reflect a

more appropriate and pleasing look.
Using a vectorscope and evalua-

tion grade monitor, the camera's nor-
mal color setup should be tweaked to
place the CDM's targets in their re-
spective boxes. (See Figure 5 on page
94.) The camera gain may need to be
raised to accomplish this to compen-

sate for saturation discrepancies. (See
Figure 6 on page 96.) Of course, sim-
ply reproducing a full range of normal
color may not ultimately be the look
you're shooting for, but it's a valu-
able place to start. Skewing color one

way or the other
from normal to
achieve creative
goals will re-
duce the range
of color actually

recorded, so proper care must always
be exercised during this camera chip-
ping process.

Charting your own course
HD broadcast shooters, especially

those working in small prosumer
formats, must be cognizant of the
limitations of their image acquisition
tools. Notable defects appearing on
screen, whether incurred due to high
long -GOP compression, a mediocre

performing lens or an anemic camera
response in low light, can only be mit-
igated with the appropriate, optimal
camera and lens setup.

Today, proper technique increas-
ingly requires shooters to assert con-
trol over the extended post -camera
workflow, to maintain their original
look and vision. This includes pre-
cise color and density grading down-
stream. As professional shooters chart
their destiny in this expanded work-
flow, one thing could not be in clearer
focus: The proper use and under-
standing of basic camera references is
critical to the exercise of our contin-
ued craft. BE

Barry Braverman is a veteran cinematog-
rapher with more than 20 years experi-
ence in feature films, documentaries and
music videos. He is currently serving as
a digital media expert and consultant to
major studios. His latest book, "Video
Shooter," is available from CMP Books at
www.cmpbooks.com.
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ZeusTm is a fully integrated Centralized Technology Management
System (CTMS) developed by Obor Digital. ZeusTM was developed to
meet the needs of broadcasters-maximizing company resources and
saving time, money and headaches. It's the only asset you will ever buy

that appreciates annually.

 Physical asset management

 Work order management

 Parts and inventory control

 SNMP integration

 Document management

 Preventative maintenance

 OBOR
OS

 DIGITAL

 Software/hardware version control

.NET Web -based application

 Wireless access

 Service contracts management

 Groups and divisions

 2D and 3D bar code integration

Power your business at
www.obordigital.com

Phone: 407-352-6501  Web: www.obordigital.com

11111
Solutions to Power Your Business
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OptivaTM
Configurable Fiber Optic Communication Systems
From Opticomm

Design your own system online at www.opticomm.com

The Product Configurator lets you design a fiber optic transmssion system to your precise
needs. In one short visit you can select the exact signals you wish to transport, the optics
and connectors you need, and the most suitable housing unit. You even get a comprehensive
diagram of the system you created, all at the touch of a button.

The OptivaTM series of fiber optic systems are digital, laser -based multiplexers with optional
combinations of various video, audio and data signals. OptivaTM systems utilize daisy -chain
multiplexing to optimize bandwidth allocation. Anywhere from one to hundreds of channels
can be transmitted over a single optical wavelength, where required.

All OptivaTM systems can be controlled and monitored using the SNMP-based OptivaViewTM
Network Management Suite.

All transmission is broadcast quality, without compromise.

Select from any of the following
protocols to transport over
multi -mode or single -mode fiber:

Video
Composite (NTSC/PAUSECAM)

Studio Composite (NTSC/PAUSECAM)
(12 -Bit Processing)

SDI

HD -SDI

DVB-ASI

S -Video

Audio
Analog
(Balanced and Unbalanced)

Digital AES/EBU

Data
10/100 Ethernet

RS -232

RS -422

RS -485 (2 or 4 wire)

Contact Closure

See Opticomm 's pre -configured systems

for transmission of additional protocols.
(such as VGA 8. DVI)

cnopticommc)00
travel by Might

800.867.8426 I www.opticomm.com
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Calrec Audio's
Alpha and Sigma

The digital consoles make audio for sports a

pain -free experience for Game Creek Video.

Since 1993, Game Creek Video
has provided mobile units for
a wide variety of customer
needs. Its trucks and engineers

have covered major sporting events such
as the World Series, the Super Bowl and
the Kentucky Derby. It also has provid-
ed mobile facilities for entertainment
customers such as HBO's coverage of
the Rolling Stones at Madison Square
Garden and CBS's coverage of "Celine
Dion: Live in Las Vegas."

Game Creek Video installed a Sigma console in its Freedom
HD truck. The console features Calrec's Bluefin high -density
signal processing system, which provides more than double
the processing power in less physical space.

We currently operate 17 units: four
HD mobile trucks, five SD units, one
analog unit, and seven B units for
tapes, graphics and office space. In
addition, we recently began building
a four -unit HD truck, commissioned
to provide FOX Sports with facilities
to cover NFL and NASCAR events.

Lots of inputs required
From an audio perspective, these

trucks must handle an increasingly

BY PAT SULLIVAN

large number of incoming feeds. As
with any large sporting event, it is es-
sential to have an audio console that
can handle feeds from a variety of
sources - everything from micro-
phones positioned along the track
or on the field to announcers, effects
from instant replays and secondary
announcer boxes.

All of these sources must be pro-
cessed in real time, which makes it
crucial to choose an audio console

that can process
this large number of
sources simultane-
ously. The console
also must be user-
friendly and intui-
tive for operators.

The result was
the demand for a
console that could
manage a large
number of chan-
nels, including a

variety of at least
160 stereo chan-
nels, plus roughly
150 other channels,
all with full EQ and
dynamics.

The need for surround
capability

Surround sound is an increasingly
important component of HD produc-
tion. In a major sports production, it
is not unusual to need up to 70 full
5.1 channels. Another important need
is the ability for each channel to feed
every bus at the same time, without
restrictions. When mixing a big event,
an operator doesn't have time to worry
about a console's bussing capabilities.

With these requirements in mind,
we installed Calrec Audio systems
into our new HD trucks -a 96 -fader
digital Alpha into one and a 64 -fader
Sigma into the other. The Alpha will
be used for the main audio for both
NASCAR races and NFL games, while
the Sigma will be mainly used as a
support unit for the effects submix
for NASCAR.

We chose the Alpha and Sigma be-
cause of their ability to process a lot of
power in a package that could fit into
the size requirements of mobile pro-
duction units. Both feature Calrec's
new Bluefin high -density signal pro-
cessing system, which provides more
than double the processing in less
physical space, for roughly the cost
of the previous technology. Bluefin
provides 480 equivalent mono signal
paths on the Alpha, and the capability
for 78 full 5.1 surround sound chan-
nels on just one DSP card. It also pro-
vides EQ and dynamics, along with
four main outputs, 48 multitrack
outputs and 20 aux feeds.

Our new Alpha and Sigma boards
both include spill panels, which offer
fine adjustment of every leg of the sur-
round channel. Calrec makes up a sur-
round channel using two stereo chan-
nels for the L/R and LS/RS legs, and
two mono channels for center and LFE.
These are allocated from the available
mono and stereo channels when the
surround channel is assigned.

This method of building a sur-
round channel gives us more control
of the balance and width of the signal.
Using stereo channels allows adjust-
ment of the front and rear width of
the surround signal. It also ensures
that during adjustment, the overall
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balance of the surround channel is
not upset, which could happen when
adjusting a surround channel with six
monos. In addition, it gives us more
flexibility and confidence if we need

Bluefin is designed to operate on just
two cards, one of which is a spare to
guarantee 100 percent redundancy.
The cards can be located in the exist-
ing digital I/O rack. This removes the

It is reassuring to have full redundancy
across all system -critical points;

most of our work is live to air, and
our trucks can take a pounding.

to manipulate the signal on the fly;
we can isolate any particular element
and adjust each one. For example, we
could isolate the center channel and
adjust the EQ if necessary.

Fitting it all in
When planning a truck, space is at

a premium. Therefore, the amount of
space Bluefin saves is an advantage.

need for a DSP rack, saving us seven
units of space in our equipment room
and making the truck lighter.

It is reassuring to have full redun-
dancy across all system -critical points;
most of our work is live to air, and our
trucks can take a pounding. Whatever
manufacturers tell you, components
can always fail. As an operator, full re-
dundancy gives us absolute confidence.

Both the Alpha and the Sigma op-
erate independently from the PC. In
fact, the PC can actually be switched
off, and the desks will still process au-
dio and provide full control.

We already use Calrec consoles in
three HD units: a Sigma in the Free-
dom, and Alphas in both the Patriot
and Yankee Clipper. Because the con-
soles are based on the same basic user
interface, it simplifies operation for
experienced users and also makes
training for new operators a snap.

Installation of the consoles into
the trucks was easy. Calrec does an
enormous amount of pre -planning,
including at the point of installation,
so it's really just a plug -and -play
operation.. BE

By Pat Sullivan is president of Game
Creek Video.
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Under CONTROL
and it shows.
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New Digital Workstation Extender

The Emerge' ECMS2000U digital
workstation extender provides extension
for digital/analog video, USB keyboard
and mouse, USB media, and audio
signals. Call for more details.

Whether you need remote control of production
servers and systems, or centralized management, Avocent
keeps you on air with KVM switching and extension solutions
engineered for broadcast.

Keep your team smiling!
Download one of our case studies to learn how Avocent
can help you stay in control of your machine room and
post -production devices at www.avocent.com/broadcast

Request a 30 -day evaluation.
Call us at 800.275.3500 or 954-746-9000, EXT. 7110,
or email connectivity.sales@avocent.com

Avocent, the Avocent logo and Emerge are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avocent Corporation.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners. C 2006 Avocent Corporation. .°4 Avocent.
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Avocent AMX switches
WWE gains efficiency with new KVM solution.

Behind the scenes of "Mon-
day Night RAW" and
"Smackdown!," engineers
at World Wrestling Enter-

tainment (WWE) edit the live video
at a technologically advanced produc-
tion facility in Stamford, CT. There,
the broadcaster produces seven tele-
vision shows, consisting of nine hours
of original programming, 52 weeks
per year, delivered to more than
14 million viewers each week.

WWE is a fast -paced organization,
and the ability to change in response
to production is imperative. When
the broadcaster purchased a new
server, it quickly became apparent
that a standard analog KVM solution
would not be adequate. The facility's
small, multiport KVM switching sys-
tem had distance limitations and did
not enable sharing, so multiple com-
puters and servers handled the same
functions.

Working with By Request Commu-
nications (BRC), a broadcast systems
integrator, and reseller Revco, WWE

BY JOHN JENSEN

access the same devices from the live
studio.

It also took advantage of the facil-
ity's large Cat 5 and Cat 6 infrastruc-
ture. The ability to run the switches
over Cat 5 cable and use that infra-
structure for workstations and ma-
chines produced a tremendous cost
savings. An additional benefit was the
overall improvement of IT response
time.

Details
The broadcaster purchased four

32 -port AMX5000 switches and one
64 -port AMX5010 switch to connect
standard PCs, graphics machines,
broadcast servers, music machines
(for MIDI files), editing systems and
several corporate servers. Distributed
throughout the broadcast depart-
ment are 20 AMX5120 user stations,
which enable engineers to easily
switch between Microsoft, Mac and
Unix platforms.

The station's video capability sup-
ports resolutions up to 1600 x 1200 at

With the new switches, the facility
gained the ability to consolidate control

of its machine room computers and
devices into a single user interface.

commenced a digital upgrade project
and searched for a more progressive
KVM solution.

Savings
The broadcaster decided to imple-

ment an enterprise -wide Avocent
AMX KVM switching platform. With
the new switches, the facility gained
the ability to consolidate control of
its machine room computers and de-
vices into a single user interface. This
centralized interface allows operators
and engineers in multiple locations to

75Hz, with a high -quality transmis-
sion rate - comparable to a direct
computer connection experience. The
switchers plug into a local PC at each
user station, eliminating the need for
a separate KVM at each desktop.

Another advantage is the ability
to be multi-user connected. Sharing
resources is a primary feature of the
new switchers. This allows the engi-
neers the ability to assign different
user groups, different permissions
to each user and different machines
within those groups. This flexibility

allows the engineers to maintain a se-
cure network.

The switchers also enable remote
diagnostics. With access to machines
from desktops, engineers no longer
need to travel all over the building to
troubleshoot, resulting in a manpow-
er savings.

In the MC QC area, the AMX KVM
switching system accesses the various
control PCs, which configure the routers
and UMD-type display system.

Once WWE began using Avocent's
AMX broadcast KVM switches, it
found other uses for them and quickly
outgrew the original purchase. When
the broadcaster began daisy chaining
the outputs of one box to the inputs
of the next, it realized the solution
was more than meeting its expecta-
tions. The system has a plug -and -play
capability, making it user friendly in
situations such as upgrades.

Growth
Ultimately, WWE's AMX switches

cross multiple users and multiple lo-
cations from newsrooms to produc-
tion control rooms, enabling the fa-
cility to function more efficiently. BE

John Jensen is a product marketing
manager for Avocent, Connectivity and
Control Division.
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Vegas+DVD

SONY
Vegas+DVD

The Better Way. The new Vegas+DVD Production Suite with Vegas 7, DVD Architect 4,

and Dolby Digital AC -3 surround sound encoding is the better way for professional HD

video and audio production. Whether working in DV or XDCAM HD, its intuitive interface,

streamlined workflow, and extensive feature set make it the optimal choice for nonlinear

video editing and production. Coupled with its comprehensive audio features and new DVD

authoring tools, the Vegas+DVD Production Suite is a complete, single solution for all your

production requirements in the stJdio or in the field.

Other applications limit your potential. Don't settle fcr less. The better way has arrived.

Download a free 3o -day trial at: www.sony.com/betterway
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Still stores and CGs
The line between the two technologies is blurring.

Modern technology in
still stores and CGs has
evolved to the point
where the platforms on

which both are based have many simi-
larities. The first practical commercial
CGs arrived in the late '60s and early
'70s. They had a lot in common with
ASCII terminals, but had new features
such as multiple fonts and sizes. Early
units were often wire -wrapped card
cages that were barely programmable.
Updating was an adventure - and
not for those with unskilled hands.

Over time and with the arrival of
programmable microprocessors, CGs
evolved into software applications
running on special-purpose boxes.
They required frame buffers designed
to output video, which of course re-
quired tight lock -to -house sync and
good control over signal parameters
to assure legal gamut.

On the other hand, still stores were
not practical until the development
of digital recording technology. Am-
pex introduced a commercially viable
still store - the ESS-1 - in 1977.

Compare the data content of a
CG page with the sampled television
image. Storing a television image ef-
fectively required two fields (a full
frame) to avoid interline flicker in an
image reconstructed from one field.

BY JOHN LUFF

Avid's DekoCast delivers automated branding and localization with an array of
functions, such as advanced CG, DVE effects on multiple graphic and video objects,
and real-time video squeezeback.

Still stores and CGs were on course
to arrive at similar technological solu-
tions. Both required storage systems
that could catalog and retrieve images
with ease, conventional video inter-
faces and adherence to established
standards. And both were initially ex-
pensive. However, once a news depart-
ment got ahold of either, it couldn't let

Jump forward to today. You will find that
most companies investing in still stores

and CGs are specialty firms.

Storage was limited by today's
standards, and the ability to effec-
tively browse and search content has
evolved considerably since those early
products. Although it was not a com-
puter in the sense we know of today
- meaning it was not reprogramma-
ble - it was another step in the direc-
tion of fully programmable systems.

go. It is precisely this kind of market
that convinces a company to invest in
research and development. The result
is continuous progress over a long pe-
riod of time - to a point.

A migration to CGs
Jump forward to today. You will

find that most companies investing

in still stores and CGs are speciality
firms. The reason is quite simple and
obvious: The market size is just not
large enough to attract the serious
interest of many firms. For example,
fewer than 10 CG companies world-
wide produce broadcast products;
three of these companies hold the
majority share.

The broadcast industry is just not a
big enough market to peak the inter-
est of those with large balance sheets.
As a result, the entrenched companies
hold market share year after year. The
positive side of this is that the players
who choose to be in the market can
invest in options that enhance the ap-
peal of their products, knowing that
the entry price is high enough to pre-
vent most startups from entering.

One result of this interesting mar-
ket dynamic is that many of the fea-
tures of still stores and moving clip
players have migrated into CGs in the
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More
than just true HD

WRAL-TV
"Simply put, it works, it's more flexible, it's beautiful!

After we hooked it up and looked at it in the control

room, we were amazed-it's stunning."

Pete Sockett, Chief Engineer, WRAL-TV

WFTV-TV
"Visually on air, it's spectacular. HD viewers have
been appreciative. Even the non -HD viewers say
the picture is crisper and cleaner."

Shawn Bartelt, General Manager, WFTV-TV

There are over 2,000,000 pixels in a high -definition newscast. VIPIR's complete

HD weather solution ensures you get the most from each and every one, literally

filling the screen with crisp, high -resolution forecasts, graphics and radar.

We can say that because only VIPIR offers true HD weather, produced on -the -fly

with 1080 lines of resolution. So what your viewers see is immaculately clear

and uncompromised.

With a renderless, one -box architecture that saves you time and money,VIPIR HD

is the final piece to the HD puzzle-your total solution for weather dominance.

BARON
SERVICES

The Weather Solutions Company

BAMS BARON WxWoRx
RADAR

www.baronservices.com
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last decade. A full -featured broadcast
graphics system might be a better
name for CGs these days. They play
HD and SD moving graphics along
with moving video, which in some
models can be resized and positioned
as part of the graphics look.

This is more than feature creep.
The underlying technology I spoke
of earlier has become less specific
to a single product. For example, a
programmable graphics engine that
serves workstations and broadcast can
output perfectly acceptable video. By
leveraging display engines that have a
broader use, the cost of increasingly
sophisticated graphics systems is re-
strained by the decreasing investment
in nonrecurring engineering.

Putting more effort into software
can bring features and usability. This
single fact has dramatically changed
the cost structure and features
available.

Where does this
leave still stores?

An important dynamic for CGs in
this time of technical transition is the
ability to work in both HD and SD.
Current HD options add cost, but

over time, the differential will prob-
ably drop.

But all is not lost for still store
companies competing in a graphics
engine world. There are new markets,
such as film and video color correc-
tion in production. Component digi-
tal video technology enhances the
ability to grab a frame and maintain
color perfectly. During a color cor-
rection session, the colorist will pull
frames from many scenes and com-
pare them with current sequences be-
ing worked on to ensure color match
is maintained.

For this purpose, a good still store
does not need multiple planes of
graphics overlay, nor resizing and an-
imation. Such systems are optimized
for narrower applications, and the en-
gineering investment can go toward a
user interface and storage subsystem.

Another area where still stores
shine is in news. News is all about
search and retrieval from large data-
bases. For example, if you need stills
of someone who has just passed away,
you don't have time to search through
file folders in a cabinet. Thus, news -
oriented still stores feature evolved
interfaces that allow stills to be re-

Quantel's Picturebox sQ
has two output channels. The

channels support either stills or clips
and have an associated key signal.

trieved from within newsroom auto-
mation systems as well as from their
own interfaces. This integration with
newsroom systems is equally impor-
tant for CGs, and both systems often
use MOS technology as the point of
connection.

In addition to the traditional role
of still graphics repositories, all mod-
ern still stores are more properly
termed clip stores, as moving images
are equally important. The reason
is simple: All recording is now file -
based, and both long and short files
hold the same spot in the database.

You should, however, ask the man-
ufacturer what the recording format
is. Some still stores offer composite
inputs, though SDI is almost a uni-
versal option.

Protection and prediction
A word of caution about the gen-

eral-purpose computer inside still
stores and CGs: Keep production
devices like these isolated from the
public network. It is just too easy to
fire up a Web browser and seek con-
tent that comes with risks. At the very
least, install an industrial -strength
virus protection program and popup
blocker.

You might want to check with your
management information systems
department to be sure that newsroom
computer system access over a net-
work passes through the firewall as
well. Some newsroom systems make
calls through port 80 (HTTP), which
is a potential conflict with a plan to
isolate Internet browsing.

As time moves onwards, the line
between still stores and CGs will like-
ly continue to blur. The technologies
they share (file systems, graphics out-
put buffers and often elements of user
interfaces) will assure that good busi-
ness and engineering decisions move
in that direction. BE

John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

ii-Send questions and comments to:
john_luff@prismb2b.com
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As a long-time supplier of satellite modulators, demodulators, converters and bandwidth & capacity
management systems, Comtech EF Data has products installed in more than 160 countries.
We understand and meet your need to optimize satellite communications links. Our products are
compliant with key standards (DVB-S2, DVB-S, DVB-DSNG, IESS) and interoperate with major
satellite service providers and key encoding device vendors.

Whether using satellite for instant connectivity between your DSNG fleets and broadcast hubs, to
serve your expanding audiences or to support contribution and distribution content, Comtech can
enable your:

 On -Demand Capacity
 Immediate Remote Access
 Link Efficiency
 Reliability
 Two -Way IP Connectivity

Contact us to learn more about how our advanced communication solutions can help you maximize
transponder utilization and minimize operating expenses - optimizing satellite communications.

OMTECH
EF DATA 111111TM

1.480.333.2200
www.comtechefdata.com
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DF66 DSP SuperCore Euphonix

Modular converter allows users to expand
System 5 and Max Air digital audio mix-
ing systems from 32 to 1000 channels;
features include bus processing, enhanced
dynamics and SNMP monitoring; enables
channel delays of up to two seconds.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

MediaGrid Omneon

Active storage system works with large
digital media files; combines grid storage
and computing; provides scalable, central-
ized storage; components communicate
over Ethernet and generate bandwidth
available to external clients; each storage
component is a media -processing engine,
making computational resources avail-
able to applications for media processing
functions while content resides within the
storage system.

408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

SyncCert Tektronix

System checks and measures AV synchro-
nization of file -based digital video con-
tent; can be set to run in batch mode for
repeated and timed tests; logs errors with
programmable alarm threshold; identifies
the video and audio frame number based
on embedded codes, and reports this to
the alert mechanism, alert log and in vari-
ous displays; analyzes test files captured at
various points in the broadcast chain; al-
lows the alert limits on audio lead and lag
to be separately specified.

503-627-4753; www.tek.com

Streaming Video Card Barco

Card supports multivendor and mul-
ticompression standards; allows digital
streaming video simultaneously within
the controller; nonstandard compres-
sion techniques and stream transport can
be ported to the platform; may be used
alongside Barco's other interface cards,
allowing for simultaneous deployment of
multiple video technologies.

678-475-8000; www.barco.com

7767VIP8-HSN Evertz

Signal monitoring module fits into
7700FR-C frame; simultaneously ac-
cepts, auto -detects, analyzes and displays
eight synchronous or asynchronous HD,
SD and analog video signals; displays up
to 1920 x 1200 resolution; has built-in
VistaLINK support for remote monitor-
ing and control via SNMP.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

ScheduALL 4.52 ScheduALL

Operations management system offers
integration of real-time scheduling of re-
sources and automation; includes exten-
sive network and Internet capabilities and
security controls; is scalable to address in-
dividual business needs; detailed project
management tracks workflow through the
system; readily integrates with production
systems as well as accounting, human re-
source and ERP systems.

954-334-5409; www.scheduall.com

Cheetah PESA

Digital routing switchers handle SDI and
HDTV, as well as nonstandard digital sig-
nals, in the same frame; both copper and
fiber output modules are available in nine
different frame sizes, including 64 x 64 in
4RU or 6RU, 128 x 128 in 7RU or 11RU, 256
x 256 in 18RU, 512 x 512 in 27RU and 1024
x 512 in 41RU; the HD multirate card set
handles bit rates from 3Mb/s to 1.5Gb/s and
re -docks at 144Mb/s, 177Mb/s, 270Mb/s,
360Mb/s and 1.5Gb/s.

800-328-1008; www.pesa.com

VLS-20A Harris

A visible light source; the unit outputs a
visible red laser at 650nm and facilitates
the testing of optical fibers by finding
breaks, verifying continuity and validat-
ing patch cables.

513-459-3400
www.broadcast.harris.com

Intensity Blackmagic Design

Features HDMI-in to connect to cameras
and digital STBs for high -quality capture;
allows users to capture and play back full -
resolution HDTV uncompressed video;
Windows and Mac OS X compatible; al-
lows users to instantly switch between
HD and SD video standards, including
HDTV 1080i/59.94, 1080i/50, 720p/59.94,
720p/60, 720p/50, NTSC and PAL.

408-954-0500
www.blackmagic-design.com

iCR Snell & Wilcox

Automated content repurposing station
enables users to create high -quality digital
masters of their content and then repur-
pose these for distribution on multiple
revenue -generating platforms; integrates
image conditioning, content mastering,
QC and content repurposing function-
ality; concurrent processing capabilities
eliminate the need for separate encoding
and transcoding processing steps; allows
multiple, simultaneous transcode pro-
cesses to start as soon as the master en-
code process is under way.

212-481-2416
www.snellwilcox.com

mobilizePublisher adactus

Allows for easy distribution and publish-
ing of content on mobile terminals; users
can design WAP pages and present con-
tent such as text, images and video; works
with any type of video or image format;
converts inserted video and image into
formats supported by mobile terminals.

+47 91 17 65 35; www.adactus.no

LDK 8000 Grass Valley

HD camera offers 14 -bit A/D sampling and
24 -bit resolution digital signal processing;
includes support for 1080/50p or 60p; in-
cludes new high -bandwidth fiber system
for delivery over 10GigE.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com
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LB-E0/0E Network Electronics

L -band electrical-to-optical/optical-to-
electrical interface is part of a series of
Flashlink fiber-optic interfacility prod-
ucts for the transport of analog RF sig-
nals covering applications in earth sta-
tions, CATV headends and broadcast fa-
cilities; the transmitter/receiver permits
distances ranging from 328ft (100m) to
more than 30mi (50km); CWDM optical
multiplexing technology enables mul-
tiple L -band signals to be transported on
a single fiber.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

HD Branding Engine NVISION

Occupies two slots in an NV5128 multi -
format router frame; includes 16 HD -SDI
inputs, an audio/video A/B mixer, three
external keyers, and logo store with non-
volatile storage and keyer; features two
voice-over mixers; manual and automa-
tion control protocols are the same as
other NVISION master control products;
features emergency bypass relay on pro-
gram output.

530-265-1000; www.nvision.tv

DIVAnet 2.0 Front Porch Digital

Solution allows global media companies
to network any number of DIVArchive in-
stallations and achieve automatic content
replication, disaster recovery and busi-
ness continuance functionality among
connected sites; provides a toolset for
advanced content lifecycle control; en-
sures that multiple facilities share media
libraries; enables one facility to duplicate
and take over another facility's program
transmission in the event of failure.

303-440-7930; www.fpdigital.com

ZFR100 stereo adaptor Zaxcom

Stereo adapter and time code interface
integrates with ZFR100 broadcast -qual-
ity recorder; provides two balanced audio
inputs that eliminate ground loop prob-
lems; time code input synchronizes the
time code generator and supports auto-
mated loading of audio onto the memory
card; time code/audio out connector can
be used as an audio monitor for playback;
equipped with an 8V to 16V DC input.

973-835-5000
www.zaxcom.com

mown!
Broadcasters have counted on ESE precision master clocks
and timing -related products for over 35 years. ESE products
accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a choice
of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
vast universe of timing systems that re esig easy
installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136

Fax: (310) 322-8127
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Kaleido-X Miranda

Single, expandable chassis combines mul-
tiroom, multi -image display and HD/SD
routing; can display 96 HD, SD or analog
inputs any number of times, in any size,
across eight displays of any resolution and
orientation, without blocking or grouping
restrictions; as a router, offers switching of
96 unprocessed inputs to 48 HD/SD out-
puts; can monitor up to 2304 channels of
audio, including embedded, discrete AES
or discrete analog.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

WatchPoint TANDBERG Television

Scalable, automated solution streamlines
the creation, management and distribu-
tion of media assets; based on a custom-
izable open architecture with an array of
installation options; supports linear and
on -demand media, as well as interactive
content and applications, including inter-
active advertisements.

678-812-6300
www.tandbergtv.com

Fathom 2.8 Inlet

Advanced encoding solution increases
quality of SD video and lower -bandwidth
applications such as mobile video and
Web streaming; delivers SMPTE VC -1
and Windows Media output quality; in-
cludes S Series, which supports both live
and file -based input and closed caption-
ing (CEA 608, CEA 708 and SAMI) with
advanced encoding; includes multichan-
nel audio support, featuring AC3 Dolby
Digital pass -through.

919-856-1080; www.inlethd.corn

NetProcessor 9040

HD MPEG-4 transrater and splicer bridges
ASI transport streams, legacy ATM circuits
and IP delivery over a GigE topology; adds
splicing into the ASI transport stream, al-
lowing content to be added to a channel
regionally or locally; allows individual
channels within a transport stream to be
transrated; offers full support for SD/HD
MPEG-4 channels.

503-526-8150; www.thomsongrassvalley.com

DTV-250 MultiDyne

Analog and digital audio multiplexer and
demultiplexer for serial digital video sup-
ports four channels of analog audio or two
stereo AES/SPDIF channels per card; sup-
ports 143Mb/s, 177Mb/s, 270Mb/s, 360Mb/s
and 540Mb/s serial digital video and 24 -
bit audio at 48KHz; supports up to eight
channels of either RS -232, RS -422, RS -485
or CMOST1-11 in the analog audio mode;
multiple cards can be cascaded to support
up to 16 audio channels per SDI stream.

516-671-7278; www.multidyne.com

Grass Valley

Nr,

VW a'

Leading News
Organizations
Rely On Streambox
Benefits:
 Complete news gathering solution
 Unrivaled video compression
 High quality video transport at low data rates
 Real-time broadcast video over IP
 Low end -to -end latency
 Top performance and reliability
 Accelerated return on investment

So Can You.

www.streambox.com
sales@streambox.com Streambox
+1206.956.0544 Ext. 222

BroadcastEngineering

LIFETIME
TELEVISIO

EATING A DIGITAL WORKFLOIN

Let Broadcast Engineering keep you up-to-date on the
latest industry news, technology developments, new
products and services...and more.

Apply for your free subscription today. Log on to
broadcastengineering.com and click on "subscribe."

And...you can also sign up for any of the industry's
leading e -newsletters from Broadcast Engineering.

broadcastengineering.com BrOadcastEngineenng,,
A Prism Business Media Publication
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

VikinX Network Electronics

Router range includes the VD256256L
with multirate support from 19.4Mb/s
to 540Mb/s with re -clocking and the
HD256256L with multirate support from
I9.4Mb/s to 1485Mb/s with re -clocking;
units provide fully hot-swappable mod-
ule cards, built-in dual redundant power
supply, and fully redundant control archi-
tecture and controller functions; includes
TCP/IP control interface and intercon-
nectivity with VikinX modular control
panels and SNMP agent; allows various
signal processing functions and fiber op-
tics in the router with Bridge Lines; sup-
ports SD/HD-SDI video and digital and
AES audio in one frame.

801-495-1635
www.network-electronics.com

Quasar Ph.0 Snell & Wilcox

HDTV upconverter uses motion -estima-
tion techniques based on the company's
Ph.0 technology to produce clear HD
outputs from a variety of SD inputs; com-
bines four Snell & Wilcox technologies in
a 1RU package, including Ph.0 motion
estimation, DEFT 3:2 cadence correction,
Prefix compression preprocessing and
FormatFusion HDTV conversion.
212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com

NDT 200 Fast Forward Video

Portable DVR is designed for field use; of-
fers simple operation for broadcast -qual-
ity DVR applications, including video
assist, location recording, video analysis,
and use in inspection systems and sports
environments; features an AC/DC power
option; records to a removable 2.5in disk
drive; can serve as a direct replacement for
tape -based recording systems.

949-852-8404; www.ffv.com

OFI-20B Harris

Handheld optical fiber identifier pin-
points optical undamaged fibers by de-
tecting the optical signals, power levels
and signal direction being transmitted
through the fibers.

513-459-3400
www.broadcast.harris.com

DTV-4000 MultiDyne

Four -channel SDI and audio fiber-op-
tic transport provides high performance
with built-in SDI frame sychronizers; sys-
tem supports four SDI, 16 audio or eight
AES/SPDIF channels.

516-671-7278; www.multidyne.com

X -View Maestro e-mediavision.com

Control enables monitoring of multiple
video sources on a single display monitor;
lowers power consumption, heat dissipa-
tion and space requirements; enables us-
ers to control routers or signal switching
via touchscreen-based environment.

4-44 20 87 55 2014
www.e-mediavision.com

RAGE NICode Bluefish444

HD MPEG-2 video compression system
enables MPEG-2 acceleration from the
user interface of many applications; allows
ingest from live uncompressed sources
such as HD and SD cameras and tape
decks; provides 1920 x 1080 real-time HD
encoding; supports all profiles, levels, reso-
lutions, frame rates and MPEG-2 options.

866-314-7785
www.bluefish444.com

Edge Blending TV One

Feature added to C2-1000 and C2-7000
series converters; support high-res RGB
images, composite video, S -video, YUV
or YpbPr component video, SD -SDI, HD -
SDI and DVI; employ gamma correction
to compensate for problems when edge
blending between projectors; can be used
for other effects, such as adding a soft
edge to single or dual picture -in -picture
(PIP) windows on each output.

+44 1843 873311
www.tvone.co.uk

Get more power and flexibility
from your wireless intercom system.

> Powerful and cutting -edge features allow the system
to support virtually any wireless system requirement

> PC and PDA interfaces provide quick and easy set-up,
configuration, and system monitoring

> Exceptional operating range, sound quality, and proven reliability

Call us today at 866-352-8569 or visit www.pro850.com for more details.
H E
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CLASSIFIEDS

DYE
Pro Broadcast Drvistoo

 Pocket -Size
DVB-ASI Capture,

Viewing, & Analysis
Via USB 2.0

Enensys Self Powered ASI Transport
Stream Analyzer and Recorder

 Turn your desktop or laptop
into an MPEG-2 TS recorder
plus a real-time TS analyzer
and monitor

 Digital TV broadcast
dedicated interface

 Converts DVB-ASI to USB 2.0
 Optional DVB-SPI (TTL or LVDS)

to USB 2.0 conversion
For more information on Enensys
products, please call 858-613-1818,
or visit www.dveo.com.

Systems PCI Cards Software

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframen
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Quad with ARC!
SDI4000 Quad Split

Compact and economically
priced, the SDI4000 Quad
Split provides four
complete video
pictures on one or
two monitors with
aspect ratio
convertion for
each input.

Displays four complete pictures

on one SDI monitor or Plasma

screen

On screen idents and 'on air' cue

Buffered SDI output per channel

525/625 Operation

Aspect Ratio Converter on
each input

Shootview Ltd
87 Cadbury Road  Sunbury

Middlesex  TW16 7LS

Tel: +44 ;1932 782823

Fax: +44 772824

Email: sales@shootview.com www.sho

TCP-50 $499

"Universal"
Time Code
Processor

- Translates between 23.976, 24, 25,
29.97, and 30 fps time codes.

- Adds +/- offset to TC out from TC in.

- Error analyzer detects and displays
six common time code errors.

- "Auto" or manual setup modes.

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

HORITA'
www.horita.com

(949)489-0240

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
lojimFbTre 888465.2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

FOR SALE
For Sale: ODETICS TCS 45, TV automation
system. Configured for DVC Pro. Pinnacle
Server. Fully operational, currently operat-
ing 24 hr. network affiliate in Calif. For Info.
Call Dave at 760-779-9984.

Equipment Wanted
EQUIPMENT WANTED

We would like to purchase your recently
de -commissioned, working VideoCipher
II Plus Television Scramblers and selector
switches. Please email your contact infor-
mation to videocipher@weather.com or if
you prefer please fax your information to
770-226-2971. No phone calls please.

Help Wanted

BROADCAST ENGINEER/TECHNICIAN

Experienced w/ knowledge of production
and transmission. Position is immediate.
Salary and Benefits commensurate to
experience. Additional details available.
Flight 9 / 845-426-5320 * Fax Resume to:
845-426-2548 / E -Mail JillH@Flight9.com
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Help Wanted Help Wanted

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted

GROUP

THE SYSTEMS GROUP,
a leading systems integration firm
(design/build), is seeking special-
ized professionals. Located across
the river from Manhattan, we are
under contract for several high -
profile, HDTV facilities serving top
markets in broadcast/cable.

System Design Engineers: 5+ years
experience in systems design and
engineering (EE or PE a plus), integrat-
ing and testing large scale TV broad-
cast systems. Must have hands-on
experience in broadcast engineering,
and RF transmission. Must be familiar
with creating and reviewing engin-
eering drawings and documents,
and must have a the ability to man-
age progress and work of assistants;
attention to detail and final product
is essential. Develop and execute test
plans and procedures. Must be or-
ganized and able to work on several
projects concurrently. Knowledge of
High Definition, telecommunications,
facility construction, power and HVAC
are a plus. Proficient with PC and MS
office tools (Word, Excel, Outlook,
PowerPoint, Visio, AutoCAD). BS
degree or equivalent in engineering is
desirable.

Position require advanced proficiency
in MS Office/AutoCAD.

We offer a competitive compensa-
tion and benefits package; high
energy work environment; and
an established team of dynamic
professionals.

Forward resume/salary requirements
to: careers@tsg-hoboken.coi

TSG Human Resources
317 Newark St
Hoboken, NJ 07030

No calls or faxes please.

RF ENGINEER
KSHB-TV, the NBC affiliate in Kansas City, is
looking for a seasoned RF engineer to join
our staff. We have a new transmission facil-
ity with 5 UHF transmitters located on a sin-
gle site. Qualified candidates should have at
least 2 years of college or technical school
training majoring in electronics and 3 years
experience as a broadcast engineer. Must
be available to work flexible shifts for main-
tenance requirements. Valid drivers license
required. Resumes may be addressed to:
HR Administrator, KSHB-TV, 4720 Oak Street,
Kansas City, MO 64112; or you may e-mail to
Wakeman@nbcactionnews.com EOE

SALES ENGINEER
Sales engineer needed to sell Smartcaster
Digital Audio. Must be conversant in sales,
computers and broadcast engineering. Email
janschad@smartsbroadcast.com

ENG MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST
KPHO, the Meredith owned CBS affiliate in
Phoenix, Arizona, has an opening for an En-
gineering Maintenance Specialist. The suc-
cessful candidate will be involved in the
maintenance of high power UHF and VHF TV
transmitters and support equipment, news
and editing equipment, broadcast servers,
live trucks, satellite, broadcast IT, and micro-
wave systems, and television studio equip-
ment. Training in electronics on a college or
technical school level is required. Military
television technical experience is also con-
sidered. FCC General Class License or SBE
Certification preferred. A minimum of 5 years
television broadcast experience required.
Must be familiar with FCC rules and have a
demonstrated knowledge of various broad-
cast systems. Qualified candidates should
submit a resume to: CBS 5 Human Resources,
4016 N Black Canyon Hwy, Phoenix, Az. 85017,
or CBS5JOBS@KPHO.com or fax 602-650-5510.
Meredith Corporation/KPHO-TV is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ENGINEER
MANAGER

RF ENGINEERING
NEWS 12

Seeking Manager of RF Engineering to
maintain microwave, fiber backhaul, down-
links, SNG and ENG newsgathering trucks
and related systems. Must have strong
managerial skills and ability to work exten-
sively hands-on. Responsibilities include
routine maintenance, system repairs and
training of engineering and operations
staff. Must understand RF theory as well as
electronics. Work includes coordination of
FCC licenses and maintaining operation
in compliance with all rules and regul-
ations as well as developing strong rela-
tionships with vendors. Travel between
5 primary studio locations and other trans-
mission hubs on a weekly basis required.
Requests for support must be answered on a
24/7 basis to maintain the integrity of
newsgathering operations. Responsibilities
include installation of new equipment and
future capital improvement plans. To submit
resume, please go to:

www.Cablevision.jobs
and enter Req ID #1461BR.

EOE M/F/D/V & A Drug Free Workplace.

*MOM T.C1.401.00`l

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

Known as the industry leader in delivering
show technology for corporate meetings,
trade shows, live broadcasts and special-
ty events across the nation, LMG Inc. is a
national provider of audio, video and light-
ing support with offices in Orlando, Las
Vegas and Phoenix.

We are currently seeking an experienced
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER in our Las Ve-
gas, NV office.

This is a bench technician position that
requires knowledge of audio/visual and
broadcast equipment. Diagnose, repair and
test the operation of any range of profes-
sional or broadcast level equipment. Com-
ponent level repair.

LMG offers a comprehensive benefits
package, including medical, dental and vi-
sion coverage, life insurance, short term
and long term disability, a Profit Sharing
program and 401(k) options.

You may FAX your resume to 407-852-4551
or post it at www.lmg.net EOE/Smoke Free/
Drug Free

MASTER CONTROL SUPERVISOR

WHBQ-TV, Fox O&O in Memphis seeks a
Master Control Supervisor to manage mas-
ter control operations. Duties will include
developing/monitoring procedures to ensure
master control efficiency, reviewing logs/
discrep reports for FCC compliance, supervis-
ing mco's. Must have college degree or min
2 yrs vocational training in TV production or
related field. Min 3 yrs master control exp
including computerized program logs, serv-
er playback sys, xmtr remote, and ENG/Sat
receive sys. Must have working knowledge
of FCC rules/regs as they relate to master
control operations. Must have supervisory
exp with strong mgmt skills and excellent
communication skills, both written and ver-
bal. Must be accessible by phone 24/7, have
valid driver's license and reliable transporta-
tion. Send resume and cover letter to: Human
Resources, WHBQ-TV, 485 S Highland, Mem-
phis, TN 38111 or fax to (901) 320-1252
EOE M/F/D/V

Integration/Maintenance Engineer
Design, install, test and repair broadcast, baseband, RF systems and equipment.

Transportable Uplink Operators
Transport, operate and maintain Ku- or C -band uplinks.CDL required.
Minimum 2 years experience. Good driving record. Drug testing.

Please send qualified resumes to kshaver@crawford.com.

Atlanta: 404.876.7149
Toll Free: 800.831.8027
www.crawford.com

41119-AICRAWFORD
#:1/COMMUNICATIONS INC
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CLASSIFIEDS
A Prism Business Media Publication

Help Wanted Help Wanted

TELEVISION AV SYSTEMS TV SYSTEMS

Coast -to -Coast Staffing & Job Service
www.KeystoneAmerica.com

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING SALE S/Mgnt VPGM
tzt

THE EMPLOYEE & EMPLOYER CONNECTION
CHIEF ENGINEER

Saga Communications seeks a Chief Engineer
in beautiful Asheville, North Carolina. We
require that you have a minimum of 7 years
experience in Broadcast Engineering AF, RF
and IT in order to manage our move into a
state of the art plant. FCC, SBE certifications
a plus. Resume, salary requirements and refer-
ences for consideration to Randy Cable, Gen-
eral Manager. 90 Lookout Road, Asheville, NC
28804. Saga Communications is an Equal Op-
portunity Employer.

VIDEO ENGINEER
NYC Post Production facility seeks a Video En-
gineer with a minimum of 3 years experience.
Must be proficient in some or all: Apple OSX,
FPC-5, Avid Adrenaline, Unity, A/V routers, HD
Formats, Discreet Smoke/Flame and Unix basic
system. Should interact well with operators,
artists and clients. Email or fax resume with
salary requirement to: jobs. in.nyc@gmafl.com
or 212-519-3794.

AZCAR
DIRECTOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT

This position will report directly to the COO and support the Executive by managing
and directing AZCAR Project Managers in providing effective and efficient

professional service to our Clients, AZCAR Management and the Project Teams.

RESPONSIBILITIES
 Build long-term relationships with clients and support AZCAR's commitment to

be a customer centric organization;
 Develop and expand the project management team;
 Facilitate the continuous improvement of AZCAR project management processes;
 Ensure completion of deliverables and adherence to the scope of work,

timelines and budgets;
 Analyze project risk and resolve issues;
 Participate with Business Development in the preparation of proposals;
 Organize, coordinate and participate in ongoing skill based training and

personal development;
 Identify new business opportunities

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE
 Proven leadership skills with a minimum of 10 years experience with excellent

interpersonal and communications skills;
 PMP Designation;
 University degree or Community College diploma and/or a combination of

equivalent training, education and experience;
 Demonstrated supervisory, negotiation, coaching and counseling skills.

Location and salary - Negotiable
To apply for this full time position, please submit a resume,

salary history and references tobruce.long@azcar.com.
www.azcar.com

MOBILE UNIT ENGINEERS / DRIVERS
TRIO VIDEO, the Midwest's leading mobile television production company, is seeking qualified applicants for.
Mobile Unit Engineers to operate and maintain its standard and high definition mobile unit fleet
from its base of operations in Chicago. Responsibilities include coordinating, troubleshooting and
maintaining on -site mobile unit operations and equipment. All experience levels considered with:
engineering degree, technical training, multiple years of hands-on broadcast experience or any
combination.

Drivers for long -haul and local tractor/trailer transport from its base of operations in Chicago.
Current CDL Class A license required with minimum of 3 years tractor/trailer experience.
Qualified candidates should send their resume to: Trio Video, 2132 West Hubbard, Chicago,
IL 60612; resumesglriovideo.com; fax 312-421-0361
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EOM
DEPARTMENT

Smart appliances
More household appliances with LCD screens

are coming to a store near you.

Household appliances took
a long time to grow into
modern electronic devic-
es. But when it was real-

ized what could be done, the leap was
impressive.

My family just bought a washer
and dryer equipped with direct drive
permanent magnet motors and ex-
tremely smart controls. It takes only
a gallon of water to run a full load of
laundry, and watching it spin at up-
wards of 1000rpm is impressive. As
the inaugural load ran, we all found
ourselves drawn to it, much like the
proverbial families of the 1950s were
to their television sets. My wife's
friend later quipped, "I bet you can
even get HBO on that thing!"

As a child, the only smart appliance
I remember was an automatic tea
maker that sat on my parent's bedside
table. As a combination alarm clock
and radio as well, it was pretty ad-
vanced for its day.

At the same time, fertile imagina-
tions were dreaming up other futuris-
tic appliances. One was a combination
stovetop and fridge. With it, a lucky
housewife could move food from the
fridge underneath to the stovetop -
without having to take a step.

Another was a complete stove with
a built-in TV on the back control
panel, which the inventors could en-
vision displaying recipes. I doubt ei-
ther product made it to the market.
At that time, it would have been very
difficult to make the display technol-
ogy practical.

However, that's no longer the
case. Flat -screen TVs have dramati-
cally changed the possibilities that
are available or can be conceived by
the imaginative marketer. Although
I haven't seen that smart stove pop
up on the market (though, it would

BY PAUI MCGOLDRICK

be practical, maybe allowing you to
follow along with a chef on The Food
Network), other imaginative products
have emerged.

Everything but the
kitchen sink

LG Electronics' latest smart fridge
is a case in point. It has two displays.
An LCD above the icemaker (cubed
or crushed, darling?) features a stored
photo album (USB downloaded), a
calendar (with anniversary alarm)
and lots of downloaded recipes and

I cannot imagine
what sort of family
would invest in all
this technology in
one place, but it
presumably also
has an easy chair

in the kitchen.

menus. A 15in color LCD TV on the
other door has RF and video inputs.
The fridge also features an FM re-
ceiver and a 162MHz NOAA Weather
Radio receiver, closed captioning and
the inevitable parental control V -chip,
as well as stereo audio from 1.5W am-
plifiers. Everything, of course, can be
remotely controlled.

I cannot imagine what sort of fam-
ily would invest in all this technology
in one place, but it presumably also
has an easy chair in the kitchen. On
the fridge, there should probably be
a warning that says, "Using knives
while watching your favorite soap op-
era can be hazardous!" As appliances
continue to evolve, they make living
easier and easier.

Futuristic need fulfillment
This reminds me of a Japanese

proposal from some years ago. It
was a fridge and pantry that could
be accessed from outside the house,
presumably with some security. You
could call in your grocery order, and
the delivery boy would stock the fridge
and pantry from outside the house.
Those were the days when deliveries
were winding down, but deliveries are
now back in some communities via
Internet ordering and truck delivery.
This proposal could be a practical so-
lution in today's world.

Taking the idea a step further, maybe
in the future, instead of physically call-
ing in your grocery order, you would
have a barcode scanner on the fridge.
Every time you finished something
from the fridge or pantry, you would
scan it. Once a week, you'd hit a button
on your remote control, and the grocery
order would appear on a display in your
favorite store. Presto change -o!

Darn it, LG, you nearly had me
hooked on your fridge. But no scan-
ner? What were you thinking?

Whether being so completely wired
and interconnected in every aspect of
our day-to-day lives is a good thing
is yet to be fully answered. But I'm
afraid that even pondering it will have
to wait for now. An old favorite is now
playing - on the spin cycle. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
on the West Coast.
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TO THE EXTREME

QMC-2 FEATURES & CAPABILITIES
 HD & SD video formats
 Multiple keyers
 Internal DVEs
 Built-in Logo Stores
 Wide range of transitions
 Full audio capabilities
 1.5Gb/s HD preset & program channel
 "Look -ahead" preview of next transition
 Supports Multiple Standards

- including 720p & 1080i
 Standard 16 channel enhanced audio
 Supports Dolby® E signals

LOGO FEATURES
 Up to 16 static/animated logo layers
- including clock, date, temperature displays,
audio clips and text crawls

The Leaders in HDTV and now the
Leaders in Routing & Master Control

Visit us at SMPTE  Booths 405, 407 & 409
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NUCLEUS.

Get everything under control.
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The Harris monitoring and control
portfolio - timely information and
efficient controls to manage your operation.
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By combining centralized control of all our core product lines with integrated network monitoring,
connected over industry -standard SNMP and Harris CCS Protocol, Harris provides real-time peace of
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Management Software

Networking Equipment

TV & Radio Transmission Systems
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NUCLEUS- - Next -Generation, User -Customizable Network Control Panel
Our flagship hardware control panel, with user -programmable interfaces, unifies and streamlines the operation of
routing, processing, branding and more
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CCS Navigator' - Advanced Graphical Network Navigation
Windows' -based software application that provides practical, real-time
control of core Harris products. Simplifies everyday applications to "point
and click" operations. Actively monitors and logs alarms over industry -
standard SNMP.

SNMP

Q -SEE" - Customizable Monitoring Technology
Cost-effective signal monitoring with user -configurable advanced alarm
thresholds, thumbnails and MPEG-4 streaming, designed to provide a
greater level of signal quality control.

(SNMP)

To bring it all together, Harris can provide system design assistance to configure the perfect set up for you.

Take control with Harris. Visit www.broadcast.harris.com/ccs.
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